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ABSTRACT 

Shape control of metal nanoparticles has had a great deal of attention in the past decade 

due to the enhanced catalytic properties based on structure and surface faceting.  Numerous 

methods have been developed to synthesize various nanostructures that make more efficient use 

of the active surfaces by tuning porosity, shapes, sizes, and facets by adding foreign ions which 

promote or restrict growth on specific sites; however, a fundamental mechanistic understanding 

of how and why ions and other synthetic parameters direct growth resulting in specific shapes 

and porosity have only been hypothesized.  Herein, we first demonstrate the importance of 

shaped metal nanoparticles in terms of active sites in Au icosahedra, which motivates a full 

literature review of shaped Pt nanostructures.  The conclusions regarding need for understanding 

towards growth systems motivates the study of both direct (wet chemical reduction) and indirect 

(galvanic displacement) synthesis techniques, which is then followed by the probing of 

nanoparticle growth kinetics as well as mesopore expansion in silica. Synergistic capabilities of 

computationally-guided synthetic routes as proposed by the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) 

are demonstrated by testing hypotheses, then utilizing experimental insight from platinum 

systems to predict the growth of faceted palladium nanocrystals.  Mechanistic insight on growth 

kinetics can be elucidated by studying the role of directing ions during the growth process, 

thereby obtaining a general fundamental understanding of directed nanoparticle formation.  The 

pore expansion mechanisms in mesoporous materials via hydrothermal treatments allows us to 

understand pore sizes as a function of solution etching, thus giving rise to size-dependent 

separation and sequestration applications.  Understanding structure and activity relationships of 

our resulting products will assist in the synthesis of next generation materials with enhanced 

properties, thereby advancing the nanotechnology field from serendipitous materials discovery to 

intuitive materials design. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Significance 

Research into the development of catalysts with applications in the fields of renewable 

energy is of significant interest to the scientific community as it may yield materials which 

directly contribute to reducing global dependence on fossil fuels, while simultaneously lowering 

production of green house gases.  This, amongst  many other applications are important in 

today’s world, and their investigation yields new methods for use in green chemistry, 

environmental sustainability, and alternative energy resources.
1,2

  Metal nanostructures in 

particular have been extensively researched due to the variety of their unique size- and shape-

dependent chemical and physical properties.
3,4

  Recent studies that characterized catalysts’ 

shapes and exposed surfaces indicate that surface structures can be altered to tune catalytic 

properties.
5-8

  For example, it was recently demonstrated that selectivity can be tuned by 

controlling particle shape in the case of promoting trans olefin isomerization to their cis 

counterparts using close-packed Pt (111), Pt (557), and Pt (100) surfaces as opposed to a more 

open Pt (110), which favors the trans counterparts.
5
  This isomeric selectivity is of critical 

importance for many hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions, including ring opening 

reactions.
9
  Elucidating the mechanisms by which the morphology of nanostructures may be 

controlled thus allows catalytic activity of the nanostructures to be tuned for specific applications, 

such as the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) used in fuel cells.
10,11

 

Unfortunately, the conversion processes using thermochemical methods often times 

require high pressures and temperatures which consumes large amounts of energy, and is not 

neutral in carbon footprint.  Electro- and photo-catalytic means can make use of renewable or 

nuclear energy sources to maintain a green, carbon-free footprint which is an attractive 

concept.
12

  When designing catalyst materials, the following criteria must be taken into 

consideration for them to be industrially viable: 

1) selectivity 

2) activity (turnover frequency) 

3) stability 

4) scalability 

Selectivity, activity and stability of a catalyst are the three main factors essential for 

industrial scale implementation.  Selectivity can be tuned by material and/or reaction conditions 
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during the bond making and bond breaking process.  Catalysts can thus be designed for specific 

applications, or the reaction conditions (electrochemical potentials, temperature, and chemical 

environment) can be altered to produce desired end products.  This concept would avoid 

undesired or wasteful products.  High activity is essential for practical, effective conversion and 

is determined by the number of molecules converted per catalytic site per unit time (turnover 

frequency).  A large number of active sites per gram of material is also an important factor 

towards high activity.  Catalysts also need to be stable under operating conditions.  Stability is 

measured by the rate of deactivation, resistance to poisoning, and residual activity post poisoning 

(tolerance).  For certain applications such as industrial scale continuous flow reactions, the 

durability of the catalyst is of greatest importance since halting the entire process to replace or 

regenerate an inactive catalyst can be very costly.  Stability can be improved by immobilizing the 

nanostructures onto different supports, such as alumina
13,14

 or mesoporous silica.
15

  Finally, 

material cost is an important factor towards wide-scale implementation, however is not as large 

of a concern compared to requirements 1-3.
16 

Morphology control has been demonstrated for nanoparticles composed of gold,
17,18

 

palladium,
18,19

 silver,
20,21

 and platinum,
22,23

 as well as other metals.  Due to its importance in 

catalyzing the ORR and other important reactions,
11

 Pt nanoparticles are of particular interest.  

Both a fundamental understanding of how Pt catalyzes reactions and how to obtain specific 

morphologies are necessary for intuitively designing and tailoring materials towards future 

applications.  Additionally, integrating a mechanistic understanding of particle growth with 

computational modeling will lead towards deliberate design of new materials, rather than relying 

on their serendipitous discovery through trial and error.  Herein, we demonstrate the execution of 

a systematic process by which the integration of synthetic, computational, and analytical 

techniques synergistically form the basis towards obtaining a fundamental mechanistic 

understanding of particle growth. 

 

1.2 Thesis Organization 

This thesis addresses research performed regarding morphology control of nanoscale 

metal particles for catalytic applications.  The chapters are organized to present the evolution and 

progression of our understanding regarding the role morphology control plays on catalysis, how 

it can be applied toward platinum nanoparticles, and how such understanding can be used to 
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model particle growth, thereby yielding catalysts with improved activity, selectivity, and 

durability as outlined in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1 Flow diagram representing progression of thesis work.  Shape control via 

investigation of Au icosahedra led to a review of existing Pt shaped materials.  Shapes can be 

synthesized indirectly using spontaneous galvanic displacement, or directly using wet chemical 

reduction.  Studies to elucidate the underlying mechanism of growth of shaped nanoparticles as 

well as mesoporous silica were conducted. 

 

A study of morphology control in gold icosahedra was conducted first to demonstrate that 

shape control is both possible and desirable, due to the increased specific activity of the particles.  

Since the primary funding objective was directed towards fuel cell applications, applying shape 

control to platinum catalysts was investigated by performing a review of shaped platinum 

nanoparticles in existing literature.  From here, the nanoparticles can be synthesized via two 

possible routes: spontaneous galvanic displacement (SGD) is used if the specific shape cannot be 

directly synthesized.  This expands the range of specific shapes for platinum catalysts to include 

any less noble shaped material.  The second route is direct synthesis via WCR using ion 

mediation or other directing agents.  By systematically varying the parameters of the reaction to 

control the kinetic growth of the particles, a model for the development of facets on the 
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nanoparticles is constructed.  This is the first step to developing a fundamental understanding of 

the directing agents’ role and how they alter the kinetic growth of specific facets.  Finally, we 

studied the growth of nonmetal systems such as mesoporous silica and found pore size could be 

controlled by altering the hydrothermal treatment where pore expansion occurs, which can be 

applicable to size-selective sequestration or separation of proteins, or other materials. 

Chapter 2 is a published article in ChemCatChem that addresses shape and size control of 

gold icosahedra via wet chemical reduction methods (WCR) first discovered by Richards and 

coworkers, then optimized by Jeremy Leong. The catalytic properties of gold-based catalysts 

have been found to strongly depend on the particle shape, size, and environment.
24,25

  In this 

article, a novel and facile approach is presented for the synthesis of size tunable gold icosahedra 

of 30–250 nm by employing glucose as the reducing reagent and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 

as the directing agent.  Due to the fact that this synthesis is conducted at room temperature under 

“green conditions” (i.e. with reactants that are not energy intensive or highly toxic), our 

procedure fully adopts the fundamental principles of “green” chemistry.
26

  The catalytic activity 

of the icosahedra for the reduction of p-nitrophenol by sodium borohydride is investigated using 

novel poisoning experiments developed and first reported by Leong to elucidate that the 

icosahedra not only have more active sites than gold spheres of the same size, but also show that 

each site is more active than those of the spheres. The original poisoning experiment reported in 

literature for bulk metal surfaces
27

 is adapted towards nanoscale materials enabling us to 

demonstrate the importance of shape direction towards metal nanoparticle design by proposing 

that activity of other metal systems can be similarly enhanced by controlling their morphology. 

Chapter 3 is a published literature review in Applied Organometallic Chemistry outlining 

methods for controlling morphology of platinum nanoparticles via WCR methods.  

Comprehensive findings from 2009 through 2013 are reported, including a review of shapes, 

shape directing agents, carbon and non-carbon support materials, bimetallics, and applications in 

catalysis.  Synthetic routes for WCR are outlined as well as current methods of shape direction 

and size control.  WCR is a commonly preferred synthetic technique due to both ease of 

scalability and its capacity to yield nanoparticles of a wide variety of shapes and sizes via the 

addition of directing agents.  Exposure of different crystal facets can significantly alter catalytic 

selectivity by changing chemical and electronic interactions, thereby governing the 

nanoparticle’s reactivity.
28

  Many directing agents have been reported, including metal cations, 
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halides, peptide sequences, polymers, and organic compounds.  Unfortunately, to date, 

fundamental mechanistic understanding or hypotheses thereof has not yet been widely accepted 

or agreed upon regarding how each shape is attained, and thus we proposed the need to develop 

an in depth understanding of growth mechanisms. 

Chapter 4 is an article submitted to Nanoscale which employs a WCR method targeting 

specific morphologies by systematically introducing foreign ions during the growth process; a 

divergence from the serendipitous experimental discovery that most studies have leveraged.  The 

effects of synthetic parameters on both the intermediate and final products are probed via 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), and wide angle 

x-ray scattering (WAXS) coupled with computational modeling techniques.  The model defines 

growth velocity as a function normal to a particular facet, and proposes that a facet with greater 

growth velocity than an adjacent facet will eventually grow out of existence from the 

nanoparticle.  Leong’s role in this study was the synthesis and characterization of Pt and Pd 

nanocrystals for use in developing the models by Ciobanu and coworkers.  The model was 

successfully applied to the growth of platinum nanoparticles in the presence of silver nitrate, and 

extended to the synthesis of palladium nanoparticles using the same WCR procedure. 

Chapter 5 is an investigation of spontaneous galvanic displacement (SGD) synthetic 

reactions, essentially the processes of electrodeposition and corrosion occurring concurrently.  

Materials with the desired morphology are first synthesized from a template metal of low 

nobility, that is, with low standard reduction potential.  The template is then exposed to metal 

cations of a more noble metal and is corroded as electrons are transferred to reduce the cations in 

solution, displacing the noble metal atoms onto the template material.  Both the 

macromorphology and microstructure of the template are altered; pores form if the more noble 

metal has a higher oxidation state than the cations of the template since atoms are not corroded 

and deposited at a 1:1 ratio.  This enables the synthesis of metal nanoparticles with morphologies 

that cannot otherwise be directly synthesized, for example Pt nanotubes from an Ag wire 

template.
29

  Synthetic parameters for the formation of platinum nanotubes via displacement of 

silver nanowires were optimized, and the degree of displacement of the template material was 

investigated by Leong using TEM imaging/energy dispersive spectroscopy mapping, x-ray 

diffraction, x-ray scattering, and atom probe tomography.  X-ray scattering data was analyzed 

using the Irena SAS analysis plugin for Igor Pro.
30
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Chapter 6 entails an investigation of the parameters for the synthesis of mesoporous silica 

networks (MSN), a material commonly used as a support for metal nanoparticles.  Tuning of 

pore sizes is accomplished by varying addition of auxiliary species,
31

 surfactant, silica source,
32

 

acid types, solution temperature,
33

 and hydrothermal treatment conditions.
34

  The synthesis of 

~500 nm discrete-particle micropore-bridged MSN similar to that of our previously reported 

MSN-10 is further studied,
35

 exhibiting pore diameters that are tunable from 4-10 nm.  Pore 

diameter is tuned by systematically varying the length of the post-synthetic hydrothermal 

treatment between 0 and 24 hours, corresponding to pore sizes between 4 and 10 nm.  Leong’s 

role was to experimentally study the effects of hydrothermal treatment conditions on pore 

expansion.  The ability to synthesize MSN with tunable pore structure has the potential to 

provide new materials for a variety of applications including catalysis, drug delivery, and 

separations. 

The thesis concludes with chapter 7, where the work performed is summarized, and 

future outlooks towards applications of synthesized nanoparticles are proposed. 

Appendix A contains the permissions from the journals in which each chapter was 

submitted, as well as permissions from all co-authors to reuse the papers in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 CONTROLLED SYNTHESIS OF NANOSCALE ICOSAHEDRAL GOLD 

PARTICLES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 

A paper published in ChemCatChem, reproduced by license agreement #3400300080561 

with John Wiley and Sons.  DOI: 10.1002/cctc.201200230 (article) ChemCatChem 2012, 4, 

1662-1667 

Lifang Chen, G. Jeremy Leong, Maxwell Schulze, Huyen N. Dinh, Bryan Pivovar, Juncheng Hu,
 
 

Zhiwen Qi, Yunjin Fang, Sergey Prikhodko, Marta Pozuelo, Suneel Kodambaka, Ryan M. 

Richards 

 

2.1 Abstract 

The shape of nanocrystals determines surface atomic arrangement and coordination, 

influencing their chemical and physical properties.  We present a novel and facile approach to 

synthesize gold icosahedra by employing glucose as reducing reagent and sodium dodecyl 

sulfate as directing agent in the environmentally benign medium of water at room temperature.  

The size of the icosahedra can be controlled in the range of 30–250 nm by altering reaction 

conditions.  High-resolution microscopy and diffraction studies indicate the icosahedra are 

composed of rotational twins that are likely an assemblage of tetrahedral units.  The gold 

icosahedra particles catalytic properties are probed in the borohydride reduction of p-

nitrophenols and exhibit a size-dependence reaction property.  Comparison studies with spherical 

particles prepared by the Turkevich method, coupled with poisoning experiments, infer that the 

shape has a strong influence in the abundance of active surface sites as well as their activities.  

The properties of nanoscale icosahedra particles have promising applications for further catalytic 

processes, surface enhancement spectroscopic methods, chemical or biological sensing, and the 

fabrication of nanoscale devices. 

 

2.2 Introduction 

Metal nanostructures have been the focus of intensive research because of their unique 

size- and shape-dependent chemical and physical properties.
1,2

  In recent years, catalysis by gold 

particles has become one of the most studied new topics in chemistry.
3
  Gold-based catalysts 

have demonstrated very promising activity and selectivity in many chemical reactions and the 

catalytic properties have been found to strongly depend on the particle shape, size, and 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cctc.201200230
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environment.
4,5

  Many researchers have focused on rational ways to control the shape and size of 

gold particles.  Many efforts have been made in past decades, to synthesize size- and shape-

controlled
6-8

 nanostructured metals including rods,
9,10

 plates,
11

 spheres,
12

 and cages.
13

  There are 

some reports on the fabrication of gold crystals with cubic, octahedral, decahedral, dodecahedral, 

and icosahedral morphologies, which are highly faceted, with sharp corners and edges, as well as 

multiply twinned gold crystals.
14-20

  The shape of nanocrystals determines surface atomic 

arrangement and coordination, further influencing their catalytic performance.
21,22

  To date, the 

reported gold crystals with the highest proportion of corners and edges are icosahedra and a few 

papers have been published on these gold systems.  Icosahedral gold particles of 230 nm 

diameter were prepared using ethylene glycol at 280 °C in the presence of 

poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) as a directing agent.
16

  A similar method was used to produce 

icosahedral gold particles of approximately 400 nm at 120 °C in ethylene glycol with the 

presence of PVP under hydrothermal conditions
 23

 and particles of approximately 220 nm at 100 

°C in the presence of PVP with a thermal process.
24

  Size tunable icosahedral gold particles 

ranging from 10 to 90 nm were produced by a seed-mediated growth approach
25

 and 100 nm to 1 

m tunable particles were obtained when growing particles in the presence of triblock 

copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide)–poly(propylene oxide)–poly(ethylene oxide).
26

  These gold 

particles may have some different physical and chemical properties to those of un-twinned 

nanoparticles without sharp corners because of their intrinsic structural characteristics 

concerning surface energy and lattice symmetry.  The previously reported synthesis methods for 

icosahedral Au are summarized in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1 Summary of icosahedral gold literature 

Authors Size nm Yield (%) 

Chen and coworkers
24 

180-250 
<80 

Yang and coworkers
16 

230 
>90 

Han and coworkers
25 

11-87 (highly tunable) 
>95 

Zhang and coworkers
23 

160 
80 

Murphy and coworkers
27 

100 (tunable shapes) 
90 

Han and coworkers
 26 

100-1000 
70 

Geng and coworkers
 28

 45-50 
90 
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The development of versatile, simple, and greener methods to prepare gold 

nanostructures with strongly facetted surfaces and atomically abrupt edges remains a challenging 

topic.  Herein, we present a novel and facile approach to synthesize 30–250 nm gold icosahedra 

by employing glucose as the reducing reagent and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as the directing 

agent in the environmentally benign medium of water at room temperature.  This method fully 

adopts the fundamental principles of “green” chemistry.
29

  Moreover, the sizes of the obtained 

gold icosahedra can be tuned and these gold nanoparticles showed high activity in the reduction 

of p-nitrophenol by sodium borohydride.  Additionally, comparison studies with spherical 

particles and poisoning experiments demonstrate the importance of shape on the catalytic 

properties. 

 

2.3 Experimental Section 

In a typical procedure, the starting solution was prepared by adding glucose (0.63 g) to 

water (20 mL).  SDS (0.65 g) was then added to the aqueous solution under stirring, resulting in 

a white solution.  After the SDS had completely dissolved, HAuCl4·3H2O (25 mM, 0.2–1.0 mL) 

was added to the solution.  After the reaction proceeded for the desired time under continuous 

stirring, the sample was centrifuged and collected, and washed with distilled water and ethanol 

several times.  Prior to examination and study, the sample was immersed in 0.5 M NaBH4 

solution in 1:1 H2O/EtOH for 10 min, then rinsed with ethanol and water.  The catalytic 

reduction reaction was performed in a standard quartz cell with a 1 cm path length and 3 mL 

volume.  The reaction procedures were as follows: A reaction mixture of water (2.8 mL), p-

nitrophenol (0.1 mL of a 3.0 × 10
-1

 M solution in water), and NaBH4 (0.1 mL of a 3.0 × 10
-1

 M 

solution in water) were combined in the quartz cell.  Immediately after addition of purified and 

dried Au nanoparticles (0.0167 or 0.0279 mmol of sample), the absorption spectra were recorded 

by a Varian-Cary 300 Scan UV/Vis spectrophotometer with a scanning range of 280–500 nm at 

25 °C.  Colloidal gold spheres prepared by the Turkevich synthesis were produced as follows: A 

volume of 1.015 mL HAuCl4·3H2O (25 mM) was added to refluxing water (94 mL) in a 250 mL 

round-bottom flask, followed by 1% sodium citrate solution (5 mL), and the solution was stirred 

at reflux for 15 min.  The solution was cooled, centrifuged, and the sample collected and 

dispersed in ethanol.  For the CS2 poisoning experiments, the above catalytic reduction 

procedure was used with the addition of varying amounts of 1 × 10
-4

 to 1 × 10
-6

 M aqueous CS2 
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(0.01–0.3 mL), keeping the total volume of the cell at 2.8 mL.  Notably, fresh CS2 solutions 

needed to be prepared every few hours to obtain consistent results.  For concentration 

determination of the gold nanoparticle samples, aliquots were dried and digested in aqua regia.  

Concentrations of gold in the samples were found using a PerkinElmer Optima 5300 DV 

inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer. 

 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 Morphology and Crystallinity Studies 

The gold icosahedra nanostructures, with different sizes prepared at room temperature 

with a reaction time of 48 h, were analyzed using field emission scanning electron microscopy 

(FESEM) and TEM, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 a, b) Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of the Au-250 at 

different magnifications. c) FESEM image of the Au-100. d) TEM image of the Au-30; inset 

shows the SAED pattern of the entire image. 

 

The labels Au-250, Au-100, and Au-30 in Figure 2.1 and in the following sections 

correspond to particles with average diameters of 250, 100, and 30 nm, respectively.  The sizes 
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of the gold icosahedra were controlled by varying the initial concentration of HAuCl4 in the 

solution.  The sizes of gold icosahedra increased as the initial concentration of HAuCl4 was 

increased, as shown in Table 2.2.  If the initial concentration of HAuCl4 was 0.06235 mM (entry 

1), no precipitate was observed, even after stirring for more than seven days.  The solution 

maintained a clear color until a color change was observed shortly before 48 h.  The observed 

trends in color for this gold system were indicative of slow growth rates, which owed likely to 

the weak reduction potential of glucose.  The color of the solution remained pink and there was 

no further growth over 48 h.  Smaller Au nanoparticles do not grow continuously, owing to low 

concentrations of HAuCl4, and there was no additional supply of gold atoms from continued 

precursor decomposition.
1
  With increased HAuCl4 concentration, icosahedra-like Au particles 

started to form (see Table 2.2, entry 2).  If initial HAuCl4 concentration continued to increase, 

gold icosahedra nanoparticles formed (Table 2.2, entries 3–5).  However, irregular Au 

nanoparticles formed if the HAuCl4 concentration was 2.275 mM.  A large amount of precipitate 

formed in a few minutes owing to the higher HAuCl4 concentration, which resulted in fast 

nucleation and growth.  Moreover, the color of the solution was transparent and indicated that all 

of the HAuCl4 was reduced to Au nanoparticles in a very fast reduction process.  In Figure 2.1a, 

the sample was observed to contain numerous particles with sizes of approximately 250 nm.  The 

higher magnification FESEM image (Figure 2.1b) clearly revealed the 3D shape of the 

icosahedral gold particles with a size of (250 ± 40) nm.  Detailed structural characterization of 

the particles was performed using TEM and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern.  

Figure 2.1d is a representative bright-field TEM image.  We found that the as-synthesized 

samples contained nanoparticles with several different polyhedral shapes of which the majority 

(>60%) were icosahedra (from TEM).  Some irregularly shaped particles were also observed, 

which were byproducts of the reaction.  A typical SAED pattern acquired from the sample is 

shown as an inset in Figure 2.1d.  By indexing the diffraction pattern, we identified the structure 

as face centered cubic (fcc) gold space group: Fm3m, (225), JCPDS No. 040784.  Measured 

interplanar spacings coincided with JCPDS values (see Table 2.3), indicating that the powders 

were phase-pure and crystalline Au. 
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Table 2.2 Correlation between Au concentration and particle size. 

Entry Concentration 
(mM HAuCl4) 

Aliquot 
(uL) 

Size 
(nm) 

Shape 

1 0.0623 50 2-5 dots 

2 0.124 100 20 pentagonal 

3 0.3086 250 30 icosahedra 

4 0.610 500 100 icosahedra 

5 1.19 1000 250 icosahedra 

6 2.27 2000 500  irregular particles 

 

Table 2.3 Measured interplanar spacings (dm), extracted from the SAED pattern in Figure 2.2, in 

comparison with JCPDS (dt) values. 

Line dm (nm) dt  (nm) Intensity {hkl} Error % 

1 0.2405 0.2355 100 111 2.12 

2 0.2079 0.2039 52 200 1.94 

3 0.1463 0.1442 32 220 1.43 

4 0.1258 0.123 36 311 2.26 

5 0.1186 0.1177 12 222 0.74 

6 0.1040 0.1020 6 400 2.04 

7 0.0933 0.0936 23 331 0.25 

8 0.0843 0.0833 23 422 1.26 

 

Figure 2.2a is a typical high-resolution (HR)TEM image of an individual gold 

icosahedron with a diameter of 30 nm.  From the lattice fringes seen in the image, we measured 

the interplanar spacings of 0.21 and 0.24 nm, which corresponded to {200} and {111} planes in 

gold, respectively.  Arrows highlight the Moiré fringes, which appear to result from overlapping 

of multiple crystals.  Note the presence of twin defects at the intersection of facets.  All of these 

structural features were observed in all the examined nanoparticles.  Figure 2.2b is an SAED 

pattern of the particle shown in Figure 2.2a.  From the indexing of the diffraction pattern, we 

found 6 {111} spots, labeled 1–6 in Figure 2.2b.  This could only be explained by the presence 

of multiple crystals and is discussed in detail below.  The other spots labeled 7–9 represent 

{200}, 10–14 to {220}, and 15–21 to {222}/{311}. 
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Figure 2.2 a) HRTEM image of an Au icosahedron.  Arrows highlight Moiré patterns observed 

in the particle.  b) SAED pattern of the particle.  c) Reconstruction of the reciprocal lattice of 

multiply twinned icosahedron nanoparticle. 

 

From the analyses of the diffraction pattern, we found that the nanoparticle was 

composed of multiple fcc Au crystallites.  This is illustrated in Figure 2.2c using a schematic of 

the color-coded reciprocal lattice.  Sizes of the reciprocal spots in Figure 2.2c are representative 

to tabulated (JCPDS) intensities.  The green color spots denote reciprocal lattice points that result 

from crystallites, all of which share the [111] zone axis and are rotated by 60° with respect to 

each other.  These rotational variants, that is, twins, can be represented by the orientation 

relationship [Eq. (2.1)]: 

 

{111}o || {111}t, <011>o || <011>t    (2.1) 

 

in which the subscripts o and t represent orientations of the original and twin crystals, 

respectively.  The red, purple, and blue colors denote three twins all of which share the same 

[112] zone axis and are rotated by 60° with respect to each other.  Those rotational twins can be 

described by a different orientation relationship [Eq. (2.2)]: 

 

{111}o || {112}t, <011>o || <111>t    (2.2) 

 

The multiply twinned structure of the Au nanoparticles was confirmed by using TEM in 

the dark-field mode.  Figure 2.3a is a bright-field TEM image of an individual Au nanoparticle.  

Figures 2.3.1–2.3.5 are dark-field TEM images obtained using the diffraction spots 1–5 labeled 

in the SAED pattern. 
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Figure 2.3 a) HRTEM image of the Au-30 particle with icosahedron shape.  1-5 are dark-field 

TEM images of the same particle.  Images 1, 2, and 3 are obtained using {111} diffraction spots 

labeled 1-3 while images 4 and 5 are obtained using {220} spots 4 and 5 in Figure 2.2c. 

 

The brighter contrast within each of these images is a result of diffraction from one or 

more crystallites that are aligned to satisfy Bragg’s conditions.  The triangular shape of the 

brighter contrast in images 2 and 5 can be interpreted as the 2D projection of a tetrahedral 

crystal.  The diamond-shaped contrasts in images 1, 3, and 4 are the 2D projections of tetrahedral 

crystallites within the icosahedron suggesting the presence of twinning between the two adjacent 

tetrahedral crystallites.  Multiply twinned Au icosahedra were previously observed and the 

existence of twins is attributed to the arrangement of smaller tetrahedral units with {111} facets 

so that all 20 facets of icosahedrons are {111} planes.
30,31

  Periodically alternating darker and 

lighter grey contrast bands observed in the images 1 and 3 are a result of the thickness variations 

in 3D crystallites.  Non-periodic fringe contrast observed, for example, in images 2 and 4 appear 

as a result of strain in the crystallites.
30

  The above results demonstrate that icosahedral gold 

nanoparticles can be obtained under a wide range of experimental conditions.  However, it is 

challenging to provide a convincing formation mechanism for the icosahedral gold particles at 
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present.  In previous literature, most theories about the role of organic compounds imply that the 

organic compounds act as simple physical compartments or to control nucleation or to terminate 

crystal growth by surface poisoning through selective adsorption on certain planes.
30-34

  In this 

case, the large amount of SDS adsorbed on specific crystalline surfaces of gold could 

significantly decrease their growth rates and lead to a high anisotropic growth and ultimately to 

the final nanoparticles with icosahedral shape.  The results discussed above indicate that the size 

of the icosahedral particles prepared in this work can be controlled in the range of 30 to 250 nm, 

suggesting that the icosahedral gold particles were formed at an early stage in the reaction. 

 

2.4.2 Catalytic Reduction of p-Nitrophenol 

To ascertain if these particles possess catalytic activity, the icosahedral gold particles 

were employed for the catalytic reduction of p-nitrophenol by NaBH4.  This reaction is simple 

and rapid in the presence of metallic surfaces, which allows us to study whether size effects this 

system.
37-41

  The mixture of p-nitrophenol and NaBH4 did not occur in the absence of a catalyst, 

even after a period of two days, as reported elsewhere.
37-41

  However, the addition of a small 

amount of icosahedral Au particles to the above mixture (Figure 2.4a and Table 2.4) caused 

fading and ultimate bleaching of the yellow color of the reaction mixture in quick succession. 

Figure 2.4a shows a typical time-dependent UV/Vis absorption change of the reaction mixture by 

the addition of the icosahedral gold particles with a diameter of 30 nm.  In these spectra, the 

absorption of p-nitrophenol at 400 nm decreased with a concomitant increase of the 300 nm peak 

of p-aminophenol within 25 min after the catalyst addition.
40,41

 Similar spectral changes of p-

nitrophenol during its reduction were also observed with other icosahedral Au particles, 

including those of 100 and 250 nm in size in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.  These results indicated that 

icosahedral Au particles are able to successfully catalyze the reduction reaction.
41

  In this 

reduction process, as the concentration of NaBH4 in the reaction mixture far exceeded the 

concentration of p-nitrophenol, the NaBH4 concentration remained essentially constant 

throughout the reaction.  The UV/Vis spectra also exhibited an isobathic point between two 

absorption bands indicating that only two principal species, p-nitrophenol and p-aminophenol 

influenced the reaction kinetics.  Therefore, pseudo first-order kinetics could be applied for the 

evaluation of rate constants.  The ratio A is of the p-nitrophenol absorbencies at time t and at the 

start, At and A0, respectively.  The At and A0 were measured from the relative absorbance values 
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at 400 nm of p-nitrophenolate ion. The linear relations of ln A versus time were observed for all 

catalyst particles, indicating that the reactions followed pseudo first-order kinetics.  The rate 

constants were estimated from diffusion-coupled first-order reaction kinetics using the slopes of 

straight lines in Figure 2.4b and shown in Table 2.4.  The rate constants varied from 0.0031 s
-1

 to 

0.00066 s
-1

 as the gold icosahedra diameters increased from 30 to 250 nm.  We found that the 

rate constants (krc) of different gold icosahedral particles catalyzed borohydride reduction of p-

nitrophenol were different with different amount of gold samples.  Thus, for coherent 

comparison, the catalytic activity of different gold icosahedra are presented in terms of the 

normalized rate constants (knor), which are obtained by normalizing the krc values with respect to 

the total amount (mmol) of catalysts used (see Table 2.4).  Interestingly, the knor value for sample 

Au-30 was almost 8 times higher in magnitude than that obtained for Au-250 and was 180 times 

higher than that of Au spheres prepared by Turkevich method.
42,43

  It was reported that a 

decrease of the particle size led to an increase in the fraction of low coordination metal sites such 

as vertices, edges, and surface area, which could promote adsorption of the reactants and 

facilitate the reaction.  This was observed for small particles of less than 5 nm diameter,
44

 but our 

catalysts, in the range of >20 nm, did not show a significant increase of active surface atom 

fractions.  Instead, we believe that the high activity of small particles originated from their large 

surface area and surface roughness, as observed in the TEM images (Figures 2.1d, 2.2, and 2.3).  

The stepwise etching of the metal surface increased surface roughness, generated more defect 

sites on the surface, and increased the reaction rate. 
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Figure 2.4 A) Successive UV-vis absorption spectra of the borohydride reduction of p-

nitrophenol catalyzed by the Au-30 sample. B) Plots of ln A versus time for the reduction of p-

nitrophenol catalyzed by different gold icosahedron samples: a) 0.0167 mmol of Au-30, b) 

0.0167 mmol of Au-100, c) 0.0279 mmol of Au-250. 
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Table 2.4 Catalytic data for borohydride reduction of p-nitrophenol by different Au icosahedron 

samples. 

Sample Au used 

(mmol) 

Krc 

(s
-1

) 

Knor 

(mmol
-1

 s
-1

) 

Au-30 0.0167 3.1 × 10
-3

 0.186 

Au-100  0.0212 1.1 × 10
-3

 0.052 

Au-250  0.0279 6.6 × 10
-4

 0.024 

Au spheres
a
 0.0167 1.7 × 10

-5
 0.001 

a
Prepared with tri-sodium citrate as reducing agent in HAuCl4 solution. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 UV-vis absorption spectra of the borohydride reduction of p-nitrophenol catalyzed by 

the Au-100 sample. 
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Figure 2.6 UV-vis absorption spectra of the borohydride reduction of p-nitrophenol catalyzed by 

the Au-250 sample. 

 

2.4.3 Quantification of Catalytically Active Sites by CS2 Poisoning 

Quantitatively determining the number of active sites is a reliable comparison of catalyst 

activity and was pursued here to provide insight regarding the role of shape on the catalytic 

properties.  Following a CS2 poisoning method reported by Finke and co-workers,
45

 the catalytic 

reduction of p-nitrophenol was used to probe the number of active sites on icosahedral gold and 

was compared with that of colloidal gold prepared by the Turkevich method.
42

  Multiple gold-

catalyzed reduction experiments were performed, each with varying amounts of CS2 having been 

added beforehand.  By relating the relative amounts of CS2 added to the relative reaction rate 

(see Figures 2.7 and 2.8), the minimal amount of CS2 to completely poison and terminate all 

catalytic activity could be determined for a sample.  In the control experiments reported by Finke 

and co-workers it was demonstrated that the presence of ligand stabilizers reduces the rate of 

catalytic activity but may not affect the number of active sites able to be poisoned on a 

catalyst.
45,46

  However, variation of the CS2 to metal atom ratio can occur between systems 

depending on reaction conditions such as presence of ligand stabilizers, temperature, and 
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pressure.  Therefore, the quantification of active sites by poisoning does not absolutely identify 

the location or quantity of active sites and is viable only as a comparative approach for this 

system.
45

  The amount of CS2 required to completely poison a sample was normalized to the 

amount of gold in the sample (as determined by ICP).  It was found that the ratio of CS2 to 

completely poison the 40 nm icosahedral gold relative to the 15 nm gold spheres (see Figure 2.9) 

prepared by the Turkevich method was approximately 27.  Therefore, it is shown quantitatively 

that the gold icosahedra have nearly 30 times more active sites per mole gold than spherical gold 

nanoparticles, and each active site is between five and six times more active on icosahedral gold 

than spherical gold, as evidenced by the rate constants in Table 2.4.  Notably, the spherical 

particles are much smaller in diameter and the comparison is thus greatly in favor of the 

spherical system.  The higher activity of icosahedral nanoparticles infers that the growth of 

{111} facets promoted by SDS produces a more active catalytic sites on icosahedral gold than on 

spherical gold.  Notably, investigations of stabilizer effects on poisoning to clarify poison to 

metal ratios are ongoing. 

 

Figure 2.7 Plot relating relative reaction rates to relative degree of poisoning of 40 nm 

icosahedral gold in the catalysis of p-nitrophenol reduction.  A relative degree of poisoning value 

of one corresponds to a completely poisoned catalyst.  A relative reaction rate of zero occurs at a 

value of 8.4456 mol CS2/mol Au. 
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Figure 2.8 Plot relating relative reaction rates to relative degree of poisoning of 15 nm spherical 

Turkevich gold in the catalysis of p-nitrophenol reduction.  A relative degree of poisoning value 

of one corresponds to a completely poisoned catalyst.  A relative reaction rate of zero occurs at a 

value of 0.3117 mol CS2/mol Au. 

 

 

Figure 2.9 15 nm gold spheres synthesized by the Turkevich procedure
42

 using the sodium citrate 

reduction of HAuCl4 in refluxing water.
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2.5 Conclusion 

We have demonstrated experimentally the direct synthesis of icosahedral gold particles 

with well-defined shape and tunable sizes (30–250 nm) by a “green” process at room 

temperature.  The icosahedra have been characterized by high-resolution microscopy and 

electron diffraction that demonstrated they are composed of rotational twins that are probably 

attributable to the assemblage of tetrahedral units.  The gold icosahedron particles were probed 

for catalytic properties in the borohydride reduction of p-nitrophenols, which exhibited a size-

dependent reaction property.  The catalytic properties of nanoscale icosahedron particles have 

been examined by poisoning studies that have revealed that as compared to spherical particles 

prepared by the Turkevich method, the icosahedra have a 30 fold increase in the number of 

active sites per mole of gold.  Furthermore, these sites demonstrate activities 5 fold higher than 

the spherical particles.  This study strongly infers the influence of shape on the abundance and 

strength of catalytic sites. 
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CHAPTER 3 SHAPE DIRECTED PLATINUM NANOPARTICLE SYNTHESIS: 

NANOSCALE DESIGN OF NOVEL CATALYSTS 

A paper published in Applied Organometallic Chemistry, reproduced by license 

agreement #3400300142493 with John Wiley and Sons. DOI: 10.1002/aoc.3048 (Review) Appl. 

Organomet. Chem. 2014, 28, 1–17 

G. Jeremy Leong, Maxwell C. Schulze, Matthew B Strand, David Maloney, Sarah L. Frisco, 

Huyen N. Dinh, Bryan Pivovar and Ryan M. Richards 

 

3.1 Abstract 

Platinum-based catalytic materials have received significant attention, particularly in the 

shape and size control of faceted materials for catalysis.  More recently, there has been a rapid 

increase in the number of reports of successful preparations in this field; however, a fundamental 

understanding of controlled growth towards catalytic material design is essential for future 

implementation and broad application.  In this review, we provide an overview of the recent 

findings reported since 2009, focusing on methods for shape control as well as the effects of 

exposed surface facets on select catalytic reactions. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

In an effort to reduce the global dependence on fossil fuels and lower greenhouse gas 

emissions, research into the development and improvement of new catalysts and their 

applications in the chemical and renewable energy fields is of significant interest to the 

worldwide scientific community.  Many of these applications are important in today’s world, and 

their investigation yields new methods for use in green chemistry, environmental sustainability, 

and alternative energy resources.
1,2

  Platinum’s activity towards a great number of chemical 

applications makes it one of the most important materials in the field of catalysis.
3,4

  While 

surface science coupled with modeling has provided comprehensive understanding of the 

fundamental catalytic processes that occur on specific crystalline facets of Pt (under ultra-high 

vacuum), this knowledge has been difficult to translate into more typical working conditions 

such as elevated pressures and temperatures.  One of the reasons for this is that the catalysts 

typically employed for industrial processes are nanoscale (to enhance active surface area) and 

generally polycrystalline.  Recently, a bridge for this gap has begun to emerge in the form of 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/aoc.3048
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shape-controlled nanoparticles that possess specific faceting.  This review will focus on the 

preparations and properties of Pt nanoparticles with controlled shapes. 

When platinum was first discovered, it was mistaken for silver impurities and not 

recognized as a valuable metal in itself until the 1780s.
4
  The reason for its current expense is 

twofold: first, platinum is scarce, with a relative abundance of only 0.01 ppm in the earth’s crust.  

By comparison, silver is 0.08 ppm.  Secondly, there is a high demand for platinum, with 35-40% 

of all platinum produced used in catalytic converters, 18% used for petroleum and glass 

production, and another 35% for jewelry.
5
  Platinum metals are predominantly mined in Russia, 

South Africa and Canada. 

An important property of platinum is its extreme resistance to chemical attack; for 

example aqua regia is the only mineral acid shown to effectively dissolve platinum.  However it 

does interact with many substrates, resulting in its wide use in the field of catalysis.  The study of 

nanoscale platinum catalysis began when Johann Wolfgang Dobereiner (1780-1849) found that 

finely divided platinum promoted the oxidation of alcohol.
4
  Today, platinum’s high price is a 

strong incentive to increase the surface area and catalytic activity.  For this reason much research 

was performed in synthesizing platinum nanocrystals to maximize the catalytic surface area and 

minimize the total material used.   

Shape control of metal nanoparticles has had a great deal of attention in the past decade.  

The enhanced catalytic properties and large scope of catalytic activities that platinum possesses 

are based on the tunable electronic structure of surface faceting that is exhibited with size and 

shape control.
6–9

  Exposure of different crystal facets can significantly alter catalytic selectivity 

by changing chemical and electronic interactions, thereby governing the nanoparticle’s 

reactivity.
10–19

  Other factors that influence reactivity include the presence of surface defects on 

the nanoparticle
3,14,20,21

 and the capping agent used to stabilize nanoclusters.
22,23

  Numerous 

methods have been developed to synthesize particles that use active surfaces more efficiently by 

tuning shapes, sizes, and facets. 

The control of shape and size during platinum nanoparticle synthesis is an essential part 

of designing and studying catalyst materials with improved activity and selectivity. Recent 

studies which characterized catalysts’ shapes and exposed surfaces indicate that surface 

structures can be altered to tune catalytic properties.
6–8,24

  It was also shown that high index 

facets on a catalyst surface may exhibit higher activities than lower index facets for certain 
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reactions due to the decreased coordination of step edges and defects,
3,20,25

 but these sites can 

also be detrimental to other reactions.
24

  The shapes of the nanoparticles can be controlled during 

the synthesis process to produce certain physical and chemical properties.  Common synthetic 

methods include chemical vapor deposition,
26,27

 a aerosol assisted deposition,
28

 electrochemical 

reduction,
3,25,29–36

 electron-beam-induced reduction,
37,38

 flame synthesis,
39,40

 galvanic 

displacement,
41–43

 and incipient wetness methods
44–47

 in which platinum is deposited and reduced 

directly onto a support.  The incipient wetness procedure utilizes metal salt solutions that are 

adsorbed onto the surface of supports then thermally reduced.  This process is still commonly 

used industrially due to its ease of scalability; however, the resulting nanoparticles suffer from a 

lack of size monodispersity since the method has limited parameters for directing shape.
44,46,48

  

Electrochemical reduction is also common due to the exact control of the reduction potential and 

current waveform, both of which can direct shape and size,
49,50

 as well as the ease of deposition 

directly onto a support of choice.
3,27,29

  However, scalability via electrochemical reduction 

remains a challenge. 

Colloidal synthesis through wet chemical reduction (WCR) has shown the highest 

potential for catalyst design by providing a way to tune particle size and shape during growth.  

WCR has become one of the most common catalyst preparation methods due to the vastly 

controllable synthetic parameters.
51

  Early reports of this method go as far back as 1857
52–56

 and 

can be used in systems of gold,
57–59

 palladium,
60–62

 cobalt,
63

 and silver.
64,65

  Some of the earliest 

reports of Pt shape direction using WCR were reported in 1941 by Rampino and Nord
66

 and then 

later by El-Sayed in 1996,
67

 but modifications and variations of these syntheses are still being 

developed today to design catalyst materials with enhanced properties. 

WCR involves the reduction of a homogeneous platinum precursor in solution by the 

following steps: nucleation, growth, ligand capping/stabilization, and finally immobilization on a 

catalyst support.
51

  Since WCR yields reproducible morphologies, it has been used to correlate 

the dependence of structure morphology on growth kinetics.  A general mechanism for the 

control of size and shape of the nanoparticles has not been established, but it is generally 

accepted that kinetics is the primary driving force.  Control of reaction conditions causes a 

change in kinetics, thereby altering the rate of reduction
50,68–70

 or the growth along a specific 

facet.
71–73

  Controllable reaction conditions include the addition of organic or inorganic ligands 

which bind to the surfaces of the growing nanoparticles and direct the growth of specific shapes 
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by altering nucleation or growth kinetics.
70,74–76

  The organic ligands also act to stabilize the 

nanoparticles after growth to prevent particle agglomeration into bulk platinum.  A 

comprehensive mechanism of platinum crystal growth would potentially optimize experimental 

design for synthesizing desired shapes. 

A major area of research involving platinum is fuel cells
10,26,29,32–36,39,77–94

 since platinum 

is the most important catalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).
3,75

  Proton exchange 

membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) have been considered by many as a prime candidate for both 

mobile and stationary alternative energy sources; however, the principal limiting factor for 

efficiency in fuel cells is the ORR.  Platinum materials are also used to catalyze many different 

chemical processes, especially hydrogenations.
1,6–8,12,20,24,69,75,95–100

  Hydrogenation reactions are 

used to prepare chemicals of industrial significance,
24,95,96,101

 saturate fats, manufacture vitamins 

in the food industry,
24

 produce biofuel,
102,103

 and catalyze ring opening reactions for fuel 

processing.
69

  Isomerization and dehydrogenation reactions can also be catalyzed with 

platinum,
7,69,97

 and oxidation reactions can be used in the production of organic acids
6,20,97

 or the 

oxidation of carbon monoxide in catalytic converters.
97,104,105

  Additionally, platinum has 

applications in photochemical solar energy harvesting,
106

 water treatment,
107,108

 and chemical 

sensing.
109–113

  It has also been shown to effectively decompose aromatic compounds,
98

 which 

may have applications for alleviating environmental pollution. 

There have been periodic overviews of platinum nanoparticle synthesis,
10,51,56,76,114

 but 

the last full review papers were published in 2009
75,115

 and a mini review was published in 

2010.
116

  Since then multiple techniques for synthesizing platinum nanoparticles with controlled 

size and shape have been reported and thus enough new advancements in the field have been 

made to necessitate a new review of the recent literature.  Investigation of these new methods in 

this review will help to summarize size and shape control and provide insight towards the 

systematic design of application specific catalysts.  It should be noted that recent papers have 

reviewed the synthesis and applications of noble metal nanocrystals;
117–119

 however this review 

focuses exclusively on platinum. 

This paper will focus specifically on the most recent method of WCR, in which platinum 

salts are reduced in solution using different chemical reducing agents.  Although there is not as 

much control over the reduction potential as with electrochemical methods, varying 

temperatures, solvents, and reducing agents can yield a large diversity of sizes and shapes.  The 
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primary advantage of this method is that there is a high degree of size monodispersity for the 

nanocrystals and many parameters, such as the addition of foreign ions, can be altered to control 

the size and shape of the particles.
8,12,20,24,50,71,72,120,121 

 

3.3 Wet Chemical Reduction/Colloidal Synthesis 

WCR has been reported to be very powerful for the synthesis of nanoscale metals 

because of its ability to produce narrow size distributions of shaped nanoparticles that are 

reproducible at larger scales.
69,70,122

  The kinetics and mechanisms of this method were 

elaborated in 1997 by Finke and coworkers,
122

 as well as by Bönnemann and coworkers.
51,123

  

The steps of the mechanism are illustrated in Figure 3.1, each of which will be introduced and 

referenced throughout the paper: salt to seed, seed to nanoparticle, and nanoparticle to bulk. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the general mechanism of nanoparticle formation by the 

wet chemical reduction method (reprinted with permission from Finke et al., 1997
122

 and 

Bönnemann et al., 2001
123

). 

 

3.3.1 Salt to Seed 

The first step of the wet chemical reduction method involves the formation of zero-valent 

metal atoms in solution by reduction of a platinum salt.  These free metal atoms form small 

clusters by either metal atom collision or autocatalytic reduction of the platinum salt, as can be 

seen in Figure 3.2.
51,124

  However, these clusters are not stable and can redissolve back into 

isolated metal atoms unless the cluster has overcome a critical radius, becoming more 

thermodynamically stable as a group rather than isolated metal atoms.
115

  This process is known 

as nucleation and produces platinum seeds.  During this nucleation period, control of the 

reduction rate of the precursor is essential (k1 in Figure 3.1).  Precise control allows for the 

formation of a specific concentration of seeds in solution that results in a narrow but controllable 
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size distribution and high shape selectivity after growth.
70

  Reaction parameters that affect k1 will 

be discussed later, along with size control methods. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Nucleation of platinum salt precursors into stable seeds by either metal atom collision 

or autocatalytic growth (reprinted with permission from Bönnemann et al., 2010
80

). 

 

3.3.2 Seed to NP 

Ideally, the initial seed formation and growth stage of nanoparticle synthesis should be 

separated to prevent formation of new seeds during the growth process.  Without this separation, 

particles may start growing at different times, resulting in a polydisperse size distribution of the 

nanoparticles in the final solution.  Surface-catalyzed reduction of the metal precursor onto 

existing seed particles by an autocatalytic growth mechanism similar to that in Figure 3.2 has 

faster kinetics (k2 in Figure 3.1) than free solution reduction into new zero-valent metal seeds, so 

the majority of the available precursor is used in the growth of existing seeds rather than the 

formation of new seeds.
122,123 

The nanoparticle growth period is the most important synthetic stage for tuning the 

nanoparticle morphology.  Various reaction parameters, including the use of auxiliary directing 

agents, can be changed to yield a wide range of morphologies by a number of proposed 

mechanisms.  Further understanding of the mechanisms for shape control would help in future 

experiment design.  To date, there has not been a consensus on what causes the formation of 

different morphologies.  Such an agreement may be a long time in coming due to the variety of 

functional groups utilized as directing agents, ranging from peptide sequences
71,72

 to other metal 

atoms.
74

  It is likely that the morphology control mechanism of particles is unique for each 

system.  Previously reported shape control parameters will be further discussed along with a 

review of shape control examples in literature. 
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3.3.3 NP to Bulk 

Fully grown nanoparticles are bound by stabilizing agents that decrease spontaneity and 

rate of particle agglomeration (k3 in Figure 3.1) into bulk metal by minimizing the high surface 

energy of the nanoparticles.
125

  Little research has been reported on nanoparticle agglomeration 

to bulk formation since this is typically not the preferred end product and efforts are made to 

avoid such an outcome.  Agglomeration occurs when insufficient particle stabilization is present 

during the synthesis or a suitable support material is absent. 

Many shape-directing agents, especially polymers and organic ligands, prevent particle 

agglomeration in addition to directing particle shape during growth.  When protected with these 

stabilizing agents, the nanoparticle can still be used in catalytic applications because a porous 

structure in the layer of capping agents allows reactants to reach the metal surface.
125

  However, 

it has been shown that stabilizing agent removal methods can improve catalytic activity.
126

  To 

prepare heterogeneous catalyst systems, colloidal nanoparticles are deposited on a support before 

the capping agents are removed by various methods.  This process has been extensively studied 

by Bönnemann and has been termed the ‘precursor concept’.
80

  Studies have been pursued to 

identify effective capping agent removal methods while maintaining particle size and shape, and 

hence activity and selectivity as discussed later. 

 

3.4 Shape Control 

Much work has been performed to achieve different morphologies of metal nanoparticles, 

including gold,
127,128

 palladium,
128–131

 rhodium,
128,132–134

 and silver.
128,129,135–137

  An extensive 

investigation of pre-2008 literature has been reported elsewhere.
115

  Elemental platinum forms a 

face-centered cubic crystal structure and as such {100}, {110}, and {111} are common low-

index facets on platinum nanoparticles.  Cubic particles are made up entirely of {100} facets, 

octahedral particles are made entirely of {111} facets, and rhombic or regular dodecahedra 

possess only {110} facets.  Cuboctahedra are also commonly made and are the rectification of 

cubes and octahedra, possessing both {100} and {111} facets.  The surface energies of the facets 

increase in the order γ{111} < γ{100} < γ{110}, where higher index facets have even higher 

energies.
19,76

  Many other Platonic and Archimedean shapes can be formed, including tetrahedra 

and truncated polyhedra.  It has been shown that variations in shapes (and hence facets) result in 

very different catalytic properties.
3,6–78,104,121

  Selectivity in particular is a primary attribute of 
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catalysis and it is likely that research towards enabling shape control of the shape of platinum 

nanoparticles may yield transformative results. 

Nanoparticles form facets in early growth stages in an attempt to minimize the total 

surface energy of the particle;
115

 however, optimal control of shape during synthesis occurs 

during the autocatalytic growth stage of WCR.  During this stage, directing agents such as 

organic ligands, ionic salts, and polymers can be added to bind to specific facets, resulting in the 

tuning of the final particle shape.  The chemical additives can also tune shapes by altering 

reduction kinetics to result in either thermodynamic or kinetic growth conditions.  

Thermodynamic growth is defined to be growth favoring the creation of the lowest energy facet, 

and is typically associated with faster reduction.  Slower reduction conditions allow time for the 

shape-directing agents to interact at the particle surface, making them more effective at shape 

direction in what is known as kinetic growth conditions.
59,75 

Another effect of decreasing the rate of reduction is the formation of fewer seeds during 

nucleation, resulting in a higher concentration of precursor relative to seeds in the growth period.  

A high precursor-to-seed ratio leads to larger particles, as will be discussed with size control, but 

it can also change the morphologies of the final particles.  Such a ratio results in overgrowth 

conditions where metal cations are reduced to zero-valent metal atoms at the corners and edges 

of the nanocrystal, forming branched and dendritic structures.
50,75

  Growth occurs through a 

diffusion-limited process where the platinum precursor surrounding the particle is depleted as the 

particle grows, resulting in a concentration gradient directly around the growing particle.  

Protrusive particle features such as edges and corners are exposed to a higher precursor 

concentration and therefore have more favorable growth conditions than faces.
50,68,138

  The 

overgrowth morphology caused by this concentration gradient is represented in Figure 3.3.  

Parameters that induce changes in the formation or longevity of the concentration gradient will 

amplify morphology caused by overgrowth.  Such changes are commonly accomplished by 

decreasing the rate of reduction of the metal precursor by replacing the complexed anion with 

one that slows reduction rate, such as iodide.
50,68

  The concentration gradient theory is the first of 

two commonly invoked theories to explain shape direction.  It stands to reason that this 

mechanism could give rise to porous and dendritic structures since it results in a more random 

growth pattern. 
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Figure 3.3 Overgrowth conditions caused by a sufficiently high precursor to seed ratio leads to 

the formation of a concentration gradient around a seed, resulting in faster growth on surface 

features like corners and edges that are exposed to higher precursor concentrations.  Overgrowth 

can occur on nanoparticles to result in shapes with protrusive corners and edges and can also 

result in the formation of random dendritic nanoparticles, where surface growth occurs rapidly 

on exterior features rather than on interior pores of a nanoparticle. 
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A second paradigm for explaining shape control involves facet stabilization using 

additives.  The addition of species that selectively stabilize specific facets slows the growth of 

those facets, causing it to be more prevalent on the surface of the final nanoparticle.  Figure 3.4 

shows the transition of shape tuning by facet stabilization using Ag
+
 ions stabilizing a {111} 

facet as an example.  The chemical additives used for shape direction include inorganic salts, 

small organic ligands, and polymers. Foreign ions can bind selectively to surfaces of the growing 

nanoparticle to promote or inhibit growth along facets as well as alter reduction kinetics of 

platinum precursors. Common metal cations that have been previously reported to influence 

shape direction include copper,
50

 iron,
20,120,139,140

 silver,
73,75,96,141,142

 palladium,
143

 and cobalt 

(II).
74

  These are often added to the system as salts with halides or polyatomic anions.  However, 

shape direction being influenced by hydrogen chloride,
144–146

 bromide,
8,69,132,146,147

 iodide,
7,70

 and 

nitrate
68

 anions has also been reported, so the effects of both cation and anion must be taken into 

account when adding inorganic salts to tune shape. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 A schematic representation of shape direction by surface stabilization.  In this case 

silver ions bind to and stabilize {111} facets on a growing {100} surface, inhibiting its growth 

until the entire particle is bound by {111} facets forming an octahedron. 

 

Small organic ligands typically bind to the nanoparticle’s surfaces along specific facets 

through amino functional groups in aliphatic and aromatic amines; carboxyl functional groups in 

citrates, polymers or organic acids; and thiol functional groups in thiols.
148

  These organic 

ligands often have long hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails trailing away from the nanoparticle that 

act to repel any nearby nanoparticles, thereby preventing agglomeration.  Previously reported 

examples of organic ligands include trimethyl ammonium bromides (TTAB/CTAB),
95,97,125,149,150
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hexadecylamine (HDA) and hexadecanethiol (HDT),
125 

cysteamine,
22

 as well as oleylamine and 

oleic acid (OA).
97,120,121,151

  Polymers bind to nanoparticle surfaces by similar functional groups 

but wrap around the nanoparticle, binding at multiple sites to direct growth while preventing 

agglomeration.  Some common polymers used for this directing method include 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP),
6,20,36,62,69,73,75,91,95–97,125,141,144,146,149,152,153

 block copolymers,
12,154,155

 

and even short peptide sequences.
71,72

  Other directing agents which also act as stabilizers 

include sodium citrate,
156

 sodium polyacrylate,
9,17,67,75,104,156

 and sodium succinate.
7,70

 

In addition to stabilizing nanoparticles, ligands also affect the catalytic performance.  For 

example a study revealed that TTAB was the least detrimental to CO oxidation, followed by PVP, 

HAD, and lastly HDT as indicated in Table 3.1.
125

  Another study showed that PVP is more 

detrimental to catalytic activity than TTAB in a number of other reactions.  The effect of the 

capping agent is dependent in part on its size; for example TTAB possesses shorter alkyl chains 

which allows reactants better access to the metal surface, resulting in increased activity.
95

  

Oleylamine was shown to be highly detrimental to catalytic activity of CO oxidation due to the 

poisoning properties of the amine group.
97

  While the effects of capping agents can be minimized 

after repeated washings, it is evident that capping agent selection has a lasting impact on 

catalytic activity. 

 

Table 3.1 Measured turnover rates and activation energies of nanoparticles capped with various 

ligands showing how the ligands can affect catalytic activity.
125

 

Types of capping layers TTAB PVP HDA HDT 

Chemical structure 

  
  

Turnover rate (Pt site/s) at 240 °C 4.7 ± 0.3 4.0 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.2 

Activation energy (kcal/mol) 27.5 ± 0.9 26.7 ± 1.1 27.2 ± 0.8 28.1 ± 0.7 

 

Removal of capping agents before using the Pt nanocrystals in catalysis is another 

common practice.  Figure 3.5 shows how their removal by a process known as thermal annealing 

allows the surface of the catalysts to be more readily accessed by substrates.
126

  Data on the 

effectiveness of these removal procedures outlined in Figure 3.6 indicate that thermal annealing 

is the best ORR catalyst pretreatment for capping agent removal, followed by acetic acid 

washing, while UV-ozone treatment was the least effective.
126

  The cleaning processes did not 

cause a noticeable change in the morphology of the nanoparticles. 
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Figure 3.5 The thermal annealing process removes surfactants from the nanoparticles by 

degrading them in the presence of oxygen (reprinted with permission from Li et al., 2012
126

). 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Measurements illustrate the relative effectiveness of surfactant removal techniques on 

Pt/C catalysts: (a) cyclic voltammograms, (b) ORR polarization curves, (c) Tafel plots at 20 

mV/s, 1600 rpm, 20 C, (d) specific activity (0.9 V), and specific surface area (reprinted with 

permission from Li et al., 2012
126

).
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3.5 Literature Review of Shapes 

Many well-defined platinum nanoparticle shapes with varying catalytic properties have 

been reported using WCR.  Platinum’s face-centered cubic structure tends to most easily produce 

low index facets such as {100}, {111}, and {110}.  Under purely thermodynamic growth 

conditions, a growing platinum nanoparticle will minimize its surface energy to take on an 

amorphous shape; however, kinetic growth conditions where precursor reduction rate is reduced 

and directing agent concentration are controlled allow for spherical,
95,104,126,139,151,158

 

cubic,
7,10,62,67–74,96,104,120,125,139,141,142,145,147,149,152,157,158

 tetrahedral,
10,67,72,104,121

 

octahedral,
20,71,73,104,121,139,141,160

 branched,
12,121,139,144,146,155

 plate-like,
75,160

 wire-like,
36,63,75,139,149

 

and porous
20,50,74,161,162

 nanostructures to be created. 

Well-controlled cubic, cuboctahedral, and octahedral particles have been produced by a 

polyol reduction of H2PtCl6 with PVP as a stabilizing agent and AgNO3 as a shape-directing 

agent.
73

  Ag
+
 binds to and stabilizes {111} facets, so by increasing the concentration of AgNO3 

the particles can be tuned from a cubic shape with all {100} surfaces, to a cuboctahedral shape 

with both {100} and {111} surfaces, to finally an octahedral shape with all {111} surfaces.  

Concave polyhedra have been produced by the reduction of H2PtCl6 by a polyol method in the 

presence of methylamine with PVP as the protecting agent.
6
  A high density of {411} crystal 

faces is present and it was proposed that the methylamine binds to {411} facets during the 

nanoparticle growth, allowing all other facets to grow, resulting in a high number of exposed 

{411} facets on the final star-like particle shape as seen in Figure 3.7.
6
  Further investigation 

showed that the methylamine was essential for the formation of the concave morphologies in this 

particular procedure; without methylamine, a variety of amorphous particles were made, and at 

low concentrations the {411} facets were less pronounced.  The same morphologies could be 

obtained using N2 instead of methylamine, which suggests that the nitrogen atom can also be 

used to bind to the surfaces and direct growth. 
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Figure 3.7 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images and graphical representations of 

concave Pt nanocrystals resulting from the use of methylamine as a shape-directing agent, which 

selectively binds to and stabilizes {411} facets (reprinted with permission from Huang et al., 

2011
6
). 
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Dendritic structures have been produced via the reduction of K2PtCl4 by ascorbic acid in 

the presence of block copolymer Pluronic F127 (PEO100PPO65PEO100).
12

  It was hypothesized 

that the PEO of the copolymer forms crown-ether-like cavities that bind around the growing 

particle, causing the formation of dendritic structures.  Pluronic F127 has also been used to make 

extended branching wire-like structures through a polyol reduction of H2PtCl6.
155

  While PEO 

segments formed crown-ether-like cavities that act as nucleation sites during the initial reduction, 

the PPO segments form a dendrite structure in solution connecting the PEO nucleation sites. PPO 

also stabilizes metal surfaces during growth to promote connections between the isolated seeds at 

the PEO sites to produce the branched wires. Nanowires were also synthesized by a multistep 

polymer-free process.
7
  Borohydride reduction of H2PtCl6 in a water-DMF-toluene solution with 

excess NaBH4 and triethylamine produces borohydride-stabilized Pt nuclei.  NaBH4 can be 

oxidized off of the surface of the Pt nuclei with air, allowing the nuclei to begin agglomerating 

together into particles.  However, a strong adsorption of DMF onto {111} surfaces allows only 

growth perpendicular to the <111> direction, which results in nanowire formation. 

Biological polymers have also been used to produce polyhedral shapes.  Peptide 

sequences are able to direct the final morphologies of the platinum particles during the growth 

phase
71,72

 by first finding peptide sequences that adhere most strongly to the desired facet on pre-

synthesized shapes.  Once the desired sequence is found, the peptide is used as the stabilizing 

agent in other syntheses, where it directs the growth by the facet stabilization mechanism 

discussed earlier and as seen in Figure 3.8.  Parameters can thus be rationally chosen to yield the 

particle morphology desired and, since the peptide sequence serves as both the stabilizer and 

directing agent, it removes an extra variable that must otherwise be taken into consideration. For 

example, directing with silver nitrate requires an acid wash step to remove silver chloride from 

the final product to prevent it from poisoning the catalysis.
141,142
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Figure 3.8 (a) Use of pre-synthesized shapes with defined facets to determine selectively binding 

peptide sequences.  (b) Use of the selectively binding peptide sequences as shape control agents 

to synthesize nanoparticles with specific facets (reprinted with permission from Chiu et al., 

2011
72

). 

 

Semi-branched multioctahedral particles were synthesized by an overgrowth mechanism 

in an aqueous environment.
20

 Here, PVP acts as the reducing and stabilizing agent while FeCl3 

controls the reduction rate.  The Fe
3+

 species in solution has the ability to reoxidize Pt atoms or 

even nuclei back to Pt
2+

, slowing the overall rate of reduction.  The slower reduction rate results 

in the formation of fewer seeds during nucleation, which in turn creates overgrowth conditions 

where additional polyhedra were overgrown onto the corners and edges of existing particles, 

yielding the semi-branched particles seen in Figure 3.9.  In a similar kinetically controlled 

reaction, cubes were produced by reducing Pt(acac)2 in 1-octadecene using oleic acid as the 

reducing agent and oleylamine as a stabilizing agent.  To produce cubes, the nucleation and 

growth rates are slowed through the addition of Fe(CO)5, causing thermodynamic growth 

conditions where platinum grows along the <111> direction rather than the <100> of the 

polyhedral nuclei due to the higher surface energy of {111} surfaces.  This preferential growth 

results in the formation of {100} bound cubes.
120,163

  Reduction rates can also be controlled with 

non-iron-containing species.  For example, overgrown polyhedra as shown in Figure 3.10 have 

been made in a polyol reduction of H2PtCl6 with PVP as a stabilizer and NaNO3 as an auxiliary 

kinetic control agent.  The addition of NaNO3 to the system slows reduction rate during 

nucleation, resulting in a large precursor-to-seed ratio during the growth stage, which induces 

overgrowth conditions and produces octahedra and tetrahedra with overgrown corners.
68
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Figure 3.9  Semi-branched multioctahedral particles produced from FeCl3-mediated overgrowth 

conditions (reprinted with permission from Lim et al., 2008
20

). 
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Figure 3.10 High-resolution (HR)TEM images and graphical representations demonstrating 

overgrowth conditions where Pt atoms grow preferentially onto protrusive corners of polyhedra 

(reprinted with permission from Herricks et al., 2004
68

). 
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Iodine has received growing interest recently for its capability to direct shapes by binding 

more strongly to platinum than many other halides and anions, a phenomenon that decreases the 

reduction rate of platinum bound with iodide.  Platinum cubes under 3 nm in size have been 

made by H2 reduction of K2PtCl4 with sodium succinate as a stabilizing agent in the presence of 

NaI.
70

  The time at which the NaI is added into the reaction plays a role in tuning shape and size, 

as shown by the reaction schematic in Figure 3.11.  If the NaI is added long before the reduction 

begins, formation of more slowly reducing PtCl(4-x)Ix
2–

 complexes leads to a decrease in the 

number of nuclei produced which are polydisperse in size.  These nuclei grow into larger cubes 

of various sizes due to the relatively high abundance of precursor to nuclei.  Addition of NaI just 

before hydrogen introduction results in reduction of most of the PtCl4
2–

 prior to the ligand 

exchange and production of a large number of monodisperse nuclei, resulting in the formation of 

small monodisperse Pt cubes.  Dendritic nanoflowers were created by a polyol reduction of 

H2PtCl6 using PVP for stabilization and KI for additional shape direction.
50

  Again, the iodine 

replaces the chloride to complex with the platinum, slowing the reduction and forming fewer 

seeds during nucleation, which leads to dendritic overgrowth conditions that can be seen in 

Figure 3.12.  UV-visible and extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) confirmed that 

the iodide was in fact replacing the chloride in the reaction.  In another iodine mediated synthesis, 

cubes were created by H2 reduction of K2PtCl4 in an aqueous solution containing sodium 

polyacrylate as a stabilizer and NaI.  The NaI was suggested not only to slow reduction of the Pt 

precursor, but also bind preferentially to {100} surfaces, resulting in the growth of cubic shapes.
7
  

Increased concentrations of NaI slowed the reaction rate further to result in overgrown shapes 

due to a high precursor-to-seed ratio from slow nucleation.  Additionally, other NaX salts were 

found to be largely ineffective in changing the shapes of the final particles due to weaker binding 

between the other halides and the platinum, thus not affecting the reduction rate significantly. 
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Figure 3.11 A schematic representation of how the timing of addition of NaI as a directing agent 

affects the final product size and monodispersity: (a) early addition of NaI; (b) addition of NaI 

just prior to reduction (reprinted with permission from Miyabayashi et al., 2011
70

). 

 

 

Figure 3.12 A schematic representing the replacement of Cl
–
 by I

– 
in a Pt precursor ion to alter 

reduction kinetics as well as direct growth by binding to specific facets on a growing 

nanoparticle (reprinted with permission from Yin et al., 2012
50

). 
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Figure 3.13 shows a number of shapes including spheres, cuboctahedra, rice-like, and 

branched particles that were produced in a seed-mediated synthesis using a Pt(acac)2 precursor 

and oleylamine as a stabilizing agent.
121

  Altering the precursor-to-seed ratio resulted in different 

shapes: at a low ratio, growth occurs on all surfaces at an equal rate, resulting in spherical or 

octahedral particles, while higher ratios result in dendritic overgrowth conditions where growth 

occurs preferentially along {111} faces.  The tuning of shapes without the use of any auxiliary 

directing agent in this synthesis is significant because it emphasizes that many shape control 

mechanisms stem from kinetic factors during growth.  Many auxiliary directing agents tune 

shape by altering kinetic factors such as reduction rate during both nucleation and growth. 

The previously reported procedures used for shape tuning of nanoparticles effectively 

illustrate the different techniques and parameters available for one to synthesize desired shapes, 

and are summarized in Table 3.2.  However, vastly different morphologies have been obtained 

using the same shape-directing agents in different systems, showing that universal shape 

direction procedures are not trivial.  It is the hope that by examining the use of various shape 

direction techniques to produce a variety of morphologies, the mechanism of such techniques can 

be elucidated and used to intuitively design syntheses which control the shapes produced. 
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Figure 3.13 TEM and HRTEM images of Pt nanocrystals with different morphologies achieved 

simply by altering the molar ratio of Pt precursor to seeds in a seed mediated synthesis.  (A1–A3) 

0; (B1–B3) 10; (C1–C3) 15; (D1–D3) 17; (E1–E3) 20; (F1–F3) 30.  Note that at higher ratios 

dendritic morphology occurs due to overgrowth conditions (reprinted with permission from 

Gong et al., 2010
121

). 
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Table 3.2 Summary of syntheses resulting in shape controlled Pt nanoparticles 

Shape Precursor Reducing Agent Solvent Stabilizing Agent Other Additives Ref. 

Concave 

polyhedral 

H2PtCl6 Ethylene glycol @ 

160 °C 

Ethylene glycol PVP Methylamine 6 

Cubes K2PtCl4 H2 gas Water Sodium polyacrylate NaI 7 

Nanowires H2PtCl6 NaBH4 Water, DMF, Toluene Excess NaBH4 TEA 7 

Dendritic K2PtCl4 Ascorbic acid Water Pluronic F127  12 

Quasi-octahedral H2PtCl6 PVP Water PVP FeCl3 20 

Dendritic H2PtCl6 Ethylene glycol Ethylene glycol PVP KI 50 

Overgrown 

polyhedral 

H2PtCl6 Ethylene glycol Ethylene glycol PVP NaNO3 51 

Cubes K2PtCl4 H2 gas Water, DMF Sodium succinate NaI 70 

Cubes K2PtCl4, 

Pt(NH3)4(NO3)2 

NaBH4 Water Peptide sequences pH 7 buffer 71 

Cubic, tetrahedral H2PtCl6 NaBH4 for nucleation, 

Ascorbic acid for 

growth 

Water Peptide sequences  72 

Cubes, 

Cuboctahedra, 

Octahedra 

H2PtCl6 Ethylene glycol, 

refluxing 

Ethylene glycol PVP AgNO3 73 

Polyhedral, 

branched 

Pt(acac)2 200 °C in an autoclave Oleylamine Oleylamine 3 nm Pt seeds 120 

Branched wires H2PtCl6 Water @ 100 °C Water Pluronic F127  137 

Cubes, truncated 

cubes, polyhedral 

Pt(acac)2 Oleic acid 1-octadiene Oleylamine Fe(CO)5 148 



 

50 

3.6 Methods of Size Control 

The size of nanoparticles dramatically influences the catalytic properties of a system as 

well as optimization of its specific surface area.  Pt nanoparticles have shown size-dependent 

catalytic activity; thus understanding and tuning the size of particles can maximize catalyst 

effectiveness.  For example, the optimal Pt particle size for oxygen reduction reactions were 

reported to be 2.2 nm.
164

  Particles larger than 2.2 nm have lower surface-area-to-volume ratios 

and particles smaller than 2.2 nm possess an overabundance of edge sites with lower 

coordination atoms, which bind oxygen too strongly for the reaction to occur.  These two effects 

compete and give rise to the trend in Figure 3.14.  Other reports demonstrate size-dependent 

product selectivity for a number of reactions catalyzed by 1.7 to 7.1 nm Pt nanoparticles on 

SBA-15,
165–167

 providing application-specific target sizes. 

 
Figure 3.14 The dependence of both specific activity and mass activity for the ORR on the 

nanoparticle size.  Mass activity peaks at about 2.2 nm, providing a size objective for 

maximizing catalytic activity of the ORR.  Open blue and open red data correspond to the 

activities for state-of-the-art 2.5 nm Pt/C from TKK (TEC10E50E, 46.7 wt %) (reprinted with 

permission from Shao et al., 2011
164

). 
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Controlling initial reduction kinetics during nucleation is one of the best ways to control 

size.  An initially fast precursor reduction results in many seeds, which will grow into many 

smaller particles, while a slower reduction of the precursor results in fewer seeds, which will 

lead to larger particles, as depicted in Figure 3.15.
69

  The total number of seeds is effectively 

fixed after the initial seed formation process, so the sizes of the final particles are determined by 

the amount of precursor remaining after nucleation and the number of seeds onto which the 

precursor is reduced.
58,59,154

  The reduction kinetics during nucleation can be controlled through 

reaction temperature,
7,50,163,168

 concentration of reactants, oxidation state of the Pt 

precursor,
68,69,139

 type of reducing agent, solution pH,
169

 and type of anions bound to Pt precursor 

complex.
50,76

  These factors have also been reported to affect the formation of other metal 

nanoparticles.
128,130–134,136,137

 

 

Figure 3.15 Control of the reduction rate during seed formation and growth can be used to tune 

shapes and sizes of nanoparticles (reprinted with permission from Tsung et al., 2008
69

). 

 

Reaction temperature has been shown to influence reduction potential, which in turn 

influences the reduction rate and ultimately the particle size.
7,163

  Polyol and aqueous systems 

have shown temperature-dependent particle sizes, where higher temperatures result in faster 

reduction to give smaller particles.
50,168

  The oxidation state of the platinum salt, either Pt(II) or 

Pt(IV), is also a factor in reduction rate and therefore particle size.  Pt(IV) salts reduce to form a 

Pt(II) intermediate species before being fully reduced to Pt(0), making the overall rate of 

reduction to Pt(0) slower for Pt(IV) than Pt(II).
68

  The reduction rate, and therefore the particle 
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size, can be further tuned by mixing Pt(IV) and Pt(II) in various ratios as seen in Figure 

3.16.
69,139

  In addition to the Pt oxidation state, modification of the anions complexed with the 

platinum cation can also influence size by altering reduction rate.  For example, iodide binds 

more strongly to platinum than chloride, so addition of an iodide salt to hexachloroplatinic acid 

(H2PtCl6) produces a platinum–iodide complex (H2PtI6) with a relatively slower rate of reduction, 

resulting in larger particles.
50

 

 

Figure 3.16 HRTEM images of Pt nanoparticles: (a) 9 nm cube, (b) 7 nm cube, (c) 6 nm cube, (d) 

5 nm cube, (e) 5 nm polyhedron, (f) 3.5 nm nucleus.  The different sizes were achieved through 

control of the initial seed concentration (larger cubes resulting from fewer seeds) by simply 

altering the ratio of Pt(IV) to Pt(II) (reprinted with permission from Tsung et al., 2008
69

). 

 

The pH of the system also affects particle size, as was demonstrated by the addition of 

urea to solution.
169

  A higher pH results in a decreased particle size due to steric contraction of 

the platinum precursor as hydroxide anions substitute coordinated chloride anions or water 

molecules, reducing the precursor’s ionic radius.  Electrostatic repulsion also reduces particle 

size as the replacement of water with hydroxide results in a larger negative charge; these trends 

can be seen in Figure 3.17.  Size has also been controlled through the timing and concentration 
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of capping agent addition.  Delaying the addition of a capping agent for longer periods of time 

after the start of reduction results in sequentially larger particles, with a time delay of sufficient 

length eventually resulting in agglomeration of the formed nanoparticles.
8
  In a similarly non-

traditional application of WCR, stabilizing agents were substituted with a purge of CO/Ar gas 

through the solution, CO acting as a surface-stabilizing agent.  The final particle size decreased 

as the CO composition in the gas mixture increased due to the CO inhibiting agglomeration of 

and growth onto the formed nuclei.
170

 

 
Figure 3.17 Size of Pt(IV) complex species, metal nanoparticles and pH values versus amount of 

urea added (reprinted with permission from Fang et al., 2009169). 

 

3.7 Metal Support Interactions 

Metal nanoparticles are typically supported on a substrate material before being subjected 

to catalytic reactions.  This binds the nanoparticles to a larger structure and allows for easy 

addition and removal of the catalysts from reaction solutions.  While on a support, the 

nanoparticles’ size and morphology are retained and capping agents can be removed from 

nanoparticle surfaces to improve catalytic performance with minimal effect on size and 

morphology of the nanoparticle.
153

  However, the supports may interact with the nanoparticles 
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and affect performance either beneficially or detrimentally.  Some common supports include 

various amorphous carbons, mesostructured silica such as SBA-15, and, more recently, carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene. 

Despite the disadvantages of the incipient wetness technique, one advantage is shown by 

the ease of final implementation since the nanoparticles are synthesized on a support.  

Additionally, the particles can be highly dispersed and a recent study indicated a higher 

utilization of the nanoparticles’ active sites and better fuel cell polarization performance with 

improved dispersion.
169

  The particles’ monodispersity was improved by the addition of urea to 

the synthesis, as was previously discussed. 

There have been a few examples of shape tuning using the incipient wetness procedure, 

where advantages of both incipient wetness and shape control are present.  For example, 

platinum cubes grown directly onto a silica surface avoided the use of capping or stabilizing 

agents, which could be detrimental to catalytic activity.
13

  Cubes have also been grown onto a 

carbon support using cysteamine anchors, again showing a shape control process of growing 

particles directly onto a support.
22

 

Carbon supports are among the most widely utilized supports for many Pt catalysis 

applications.  Typically, amorphous carbon structures are decorated with ‘precursor’ 

nanoparticles, then treated to remove stabilizing agents.  However, some alternatives such as 

morphological or functionalized carbons have been previously used.  The decoration of 

‘precursor’ Pt molecules onto the walls of CNTs has been reported.
148,153

  Pt nanoparticles 

supported on CNTs via electrochemical methods showed promising electrocatalytic performance.  

Another group reported the impregnation of a functionalized CNT with a Pt precursor followed 

by reduction to produce very well-dispersed Pt nanoparticles within the CNT, shown in Figure 

3.18, which demonstrated good electrochemical activity for fuel cell applications.
151

  An 

electron-beam-driven reduction process allowed for Pt to be reduced in controlled and even 

patterned manners onto a CNT.
37

  A chemical vapor deposition method of Pt nanoparticles onto 

CNT was also reported and suggests that multi-walled CNTs may be superior to carbon black 

supports for fuel cell applications.
27

  Platinum nanomaterials supported on carbon nanofiber 

through oxygen-containing functional groups on the fiber’s surface have also been reported.
171

  

Electrodeposition of Pt NPs was shown to be possible on polypyrrole-functionalized graphene.
35
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Figure 3.18 Pt nanoparticles well dispersed on CNTs are shown in (a) dark-field TEM of the 

CNT wall.  Also seen is bright field TEM of (b) CNT wall (c) CNT end (d) lattice images of 

Pt/CNT (reprinted with permission from Halder et al., 2009
151

). 

 

Non-carbon-based supports such as silicas, aluminas, and a number of novel materials 

have also been reported.
160,172

  A glassy carbon electrode modified with poly(1,5-

diaminonaphthalene) was reported to improve activity and stability of a Pt-based fuel cell 

catalyst.
29

  New materials such as nanoscale-boron carbide have been used as supports that show 

superior activity and tolerance to poisoning than conventional Pt/C catalysts.
81

  A morphology 

change phenomenon which occurred during the mounting process was reported where spherical 

Pt nanoparticles from colloidal suspensions flattened while mounting on SBA-15 as depicted in 

Figure 19.
158

  The morphology change that takes place during the SBA-15 support process 

validates the fact that not enough is known about metal-support interactions and that more study 

in this subject would help to optimize nanoparticle-support combinations to tune activity, 

selectivity, and robustness of catalysts. 
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Figure 3.19 SAXS data depicting the morphology change of Pt nanoparticles upon supporting 

them to SBA-15 (reprinted with permission from Giovanetti et al., 2012
158

). 
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3.8 Novel Characterization Techniques 

Characterization of a nanostructure is essential to understanding its catalytic properties.  

The most common and easily interpreted characterization technique is electron microscopy.  

Other characterization techniques include electrochemical methods such as cyclic voltammetry 

(CV); X-ray methods, such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS); spectroscopic techniques, including UV-visible and 

infrared spectroscopy; temperature-programmed desorption (TPD); and sum frequency 

generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFGVS).  This section is arranged in order of most to least 

commonly used techniques. 

Spectroscopic techniques can be used to gain insight into nanostructures and surface 

functionalization: FT-IR was used to confirm the selective binding of methylamine to a 

nanoparticle as a growth-directing agent,
6
 a technique that may be applicable to other systems.  

UV-visible spectroscopy can be used to observe certain reactant consumptions or product 

formations to measure the activities of the catalysts.  It has also been used to observe solutions 

during Pt precursor reduction to understand reduction mechanisms.
50,68,70 

X-rays provide a way to characterize many aspects of nanoparticle structure, growth, and 

catalytic mechanisms. XPS and XRD are more common techniques used to determine the 

oxidation state of the salts present and measure sizes and crystal spacing, respectively.  Energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) can be used to identify elemental compositions of catalyst 

systems to indicate the presence of any remaining directing or stabilizing agents.  XAS 

techniques, which typically require synchrotron X-ray sources, include small-angle X-ray 

scattering (SAXS), extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), and X-ray absorption 

near-edge structure (XANES).  These have been used to compare nanoparticle shapes between 

colloidal and support-mounted environments.
158,160,172

 XANES is useful for determining the 

composition of complexed species of the metal salts and was used to determine that iodide ions 

displaced chloride ions on their PtCl6
2–

 precursor.
50

  XPS can be used to probe the oxidation 

states of Pt precursors as well as the electronic surface structure of Pt nanoparticles.  This has 

applications in investigating the effectiveness of various ligand cleaning processes as seen in 

Figure 3.20.
149
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Figure 3.20 XPS results showing the disappearance of capping agent signals over time to 

investigate the effectiveness of various ligand cleaning procedures (reprinted with permission 

from Aliaga et al., 2009
149

). 

 

CV was utilized to measure peak current densities of Pt materials for electrochemical 

catalysis application such as fuel cells.
81

  CV has also proved useful for probing and 

characterizing the shapes of nanoparticles, as shown by the distinct voltammogram shapes in 

Figure 3.21.
104

  Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) can be used to measure the surface 

area of nanoparticles, but it has also been used to study the binding affinity of reactant molecules 

to specific facets on a catalyst surface.
24
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Figure 3.21 Cyclic voltammetry is used to show that different surface facets on shaped 

nanoparticles will produce distinct voltammograms: (A) spheres; (B) cubes; (C) tetrahedral; (D) 

truncated.  Scan rate 50 mV s
–1

 in 0.5 M H2SO4 (reprinted with permission from Vidal-Iglesias et 

al., 2012
104

).  
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Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFGVS) is a vibrational 

spectroscopy method that uses lasers to probe the orientation of molecules at interfaces.
95

  It can 

also give the vibrational and electronic states of the molecules.  This procedure is ideal for 

discovering the mechanism of heterogeneous catalytic reactions since it can tell the electronic 

states and orientations of molecules at all surface interfaces, where catalysis takes place.  SFGVS 

can also be applied to understand binding and orientation mechanisms of organic stabilizing 

agents.
97,149

 

 

3.9 Bimetallic Platinum Containing Materials in Catalysis 

Although platinum nanoparticles can catalyze a wide range of reactions, using platinum 

in bimetallic nanostructures further diversifies its uses.  Bimetallic materials can be primarily 

classified as alloys, core-shell or heterostructured,
173

 though shape control of the resulting 

materials is still possible.
174

  Platinum has been reported to form bimetallic materials with 

cobalt,
166,175–182

 nickel,
177,183–186

 palladium,
166,187–200

 silver,
201–205

 and others.
166,206–208

  The 

abundance of interface sites that exist between the platinum and other metals serves to promote 

the bimetallic material’s activity or protect it from poisoning, improving recyclability.
187

  The 

former was recently demonstrated by reducing H2PtCl6 · 6 H2O and SnCl2 · 2 H2O onto an 

alumina support to form a Pt-Sn bimetallic catalyst.
208

  Kinetic studies of its activity for the 

dehydrogenation of propane revealed that it possessed greater activity than a Pt/Al2O3 catalyst.  

The bimetallic catalyst also had the greatest durability of those tested, continuing to 

dehydrogenate propane after the Pt/Al2O3 catalyst’s activity ceased. 

Multiple syntheses are useful for producing bimetallic materials, including 

electrochemical and WCR methods.  In a typical electrochemical synthesis, the support material 

for the bimetallic catalyst is mounted on an electrode before reduction of the metal cation 

precursors onto the electrode.
198

  Such methods produce small quantities of material, while WCR 

often avoids this problem and can often can be scaled up.
192,196,202,204

  One of the most robust 

techniques for synthesizing bimetallic materials is galvanic displacement, where atoms of a 

template nanoparticle are oxidized as a metal cation with higher reduction potential reduces onto 

the surface of the nanoparticle.  Multiple shapes have been synthesized with this method, 

including Pt-Co shell-core particles,
180

 Pt-Ni cuboctahedra,
183

 and PtPd nanotubes.
200
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Bimetallic materials are used for many of the same applications as platinum, particularly 

for reactions used in fuel cells.  A recent report showed that mounting PtNi and PtCo on carbon 

nanotubes produced material exhibiting high activity for the methanol oxidation reaction for fuel 

cells.
177

  Promising results were also observed for alloyed and core-shell PtPd materials.
195

  

Several bimetallic alloyed materials have been reported to have high activity for ORR, including 

PtAg,
204

 PtCo,
176 

PtNi,
186

 and PtPd.
192,197,200

  A novel material with two unique interfaces for 

catalysis has recently been reported: nanocubes of Pt and CeO2 were mounted on a silica 

support, resulting in Pt-CeO2 and Pt-SiO2 interfaces creating a material possessing bilayer 

tandem catalytic functionalities.
207

  The two surfaces can catalyze two different reactions in close 

proximity; that is, it decomposed methanol into CO and H2 that then hydroformylated ethylene to 

produce propanal, as shown in Figure 3.22.  The ability to perform multiple reactions at once 

with a single catalyst is of great industrial significance. 

 

Figure 3.22 (a) Propanal production at CeO2-Pt-SiO2 and Pt-CeO2-SiO2 bilayers.  (b) 

Configuration of Pt between the metal oxide bilayers. (reprinted with permission from Yamada 

et al., 2011
207

) 

 

3.10 Applications of Catalysis 

Many catalytic applications exist for Pt nanostructures.  PEMFC and ORR are important 

for developing hydrogen fuel cell technologies.  The methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) is an 

important reaction for methanol fuel cell technologies that Pt can catalyze.
162

  Aside from fuel 

cell applications, Pt nanomaterials have been used in the food industry, demonstrating important 

selectivities in alkene isomerization,
24

 hydrogenation reactions for fuel refining, and CO/NOX 

oxidation for exhaust treatments.  As elaborated previously, Pt-based catalysts are optimally 
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designed as shaped nanocrystals, not only to efficiently utilize rare and expensive platinum, but 

also to maximize performance of the material used.  Preparation of Pt nanoscale materials for 

their catalytic applications often involves catalyst pretreatment processes like support mounting 

and stabilizing agent removal.  It has been shown that the pretreatment of catalysts is critical to 

optimizing their activity. 

Pt is a critical component for PEMFC and the ORR, both of which have been typically 

catalyzed by Pt/C materials.
75

  Recent advances in shape tuning,
104

 support mounting, and 

catalyst pretreatments have continued to improve catalyst performance in these systems.  For 

example, MWCNT-supported Pt nanoparticles were shown to have a high power density 

compared to traditional supports at low metal loading.
27

  Another group reported the superior 

ORR activity of branched Pt nanosystems over conventional Pt/C catalysts.
155

  One study found 

that cubes, which are made entirely of {100} faces, were highly efficient at catalyzing ORR 

reactions,
120

 which shows the importance of producing nanoparticles with an appropriate lattice 

face for the application. 

Overgrown Pt cubes demonstrate the dependence of catalytic activity on facet type.  They 

were used to oxidize ethanol and formic acid and the results were compared to commercial 

platinum black and carbon supported platinum after normalizing for active sites.
6
  It was found 

that the overgrown cubes had a catalytic activity 2.3 times higher than platinum black and 5.6 

times higher than carbon supported platinum.  Their explanation of the increase in performance 

was that the {411} facet has a high density of low-coordination active sites, suggesting that other 

catalysts with these high-index facets may be advantageous for similar reactions. 

Another example of facet-dependent catalysis is depicted in Figure 3.23, which illustrates 

how specific facets such as Pt {111}, {100}, and {557} promote the isomerization of trans 

alkenes to the cis conformation, while other facets tend to favor the reverse reaction for partial 

hydrogenation reactions.  These reactions are important to the food industry since trans fats have 

been linked with heart disease.
24

  Additionally, it has been shown that different morphologies of 

platinum nanocrystals yield different products for the ring opening reaction of 

methylcyclopentane.
95

  Cuboctahedra caused the methylcyclopentane to open to 2-methylpentane, 

octahedra yielded pentane, and cubes gave rise to cracking products, all at temperatures below 

240 °C. The dependence of the product formation on the morphologies and facets of the 
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nanoparticles indicates the need to understand the relationship between catalytic selectivity and 

nanoparticle morphology. 

 

Figure 3.23 TPD data showing that specific facets such as Pt(111), Pt(557), and Pt(100) have 

selectivity to produce cis-2-butene isomers where more open Pt(110)-(2×1) surfaces selectively 

produce trans-2-butene during isomerization reactions (reprinted with permission from Lee et al., 

2009
24

). 

 

Additionally, novel supports such as modified glassy carbon electrodes
29

 and B4C 

supports
81

 have been shown to possess improved activity for MOR over conventional Pt/C 

catalysts.  Another novel synthetic method produced nanoparticles that showed 2.3–3.5 times 

higher activity for ethanol oxidation than commercial Pt/C catalysts.
6
  Electrospun nanowires 

have also shown good MOR activity.
36

  A new and potentially promising method of nanoparticle 

synthesis for optimizing catalytic activity is the growth of shaped Pt nanoparticles directly onto 

supports without the use of detrimental stabilizing agents.  In 2012, two reports demonstrated Pt 

cubes grown directly onto supports: one utilized bifunctional cysteamine as a combined 

directing/carbon support anchoring species
22

 and the other achieved shape control using carbon 

monoxide as the directing agent.
13

  To prevent agglomeration, the Pt cubes were grown directly 

onto an SiO2 support via reduction by CO and H2, a novel synthetic method useful for avoiding 
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cleaning processes before use in catalysts.  Analysis via CV of the carbon-supported Pt cubes 

shows a much higher ORR activity than commercial Pt/C and it is likely that the silica-supported 

Pt cubes would exhibit superior catalytic activity as well. 

 

3.11 Conclusion 

Platinum is a diverse catalytic material, as shown through the vast number of reported 

applications based on enhanced activity, selectivity, and durability attributed to size, shape, and 

surface facets.  The fundamental understanding of growth processes and the effects on the size 

and shape of Pt and other catalytically active nanostructures via wet chemical reduction methods 

promotes an intuitive design of next-generation materials with enhanced properties.  Furthermore, 

the study of existing synergistic effects from metal–substrate interactions as well as bimetallic 

materials through electron transfer mechanisms better enables the advantageous engineering of 

catalytically specific materials. 
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4.1 Abstract 

The design and synthesis of shape-directed nanoscale noble metal particles have attracted 

much attention due to their enhanced catalytic properties and the opportunities to study 

fundamental aspects of nanoscale systems.  As such, numerous methods have been developed to 

synthesize crystals with tunable shapes, sizes, and facets by adding foreign species that promote 

or restrict growth on specific sites.  Many hypotheses regarding how and why certain species 

direct growth have been put forward, however there has been no consensus on a unifying 

mechanism of nanocrystal growth.  Herein, we develop and demonstrate the capabilities of a 

mathematical growth model for predicting metal nanoparticle shapes by studying a well known 

procedure that employs AgNO3 to produce {111} faceted Pt nanocrystals.  The insight gained 

about the role of auxiliary species is then utilized to predict the shape of Pd nanocrystals and to 

corroborate other shape-directing syntheses reported in literature.  The fundamental 

understanding obtained herein by combining modeling with experimentation is a step toward 

computationally guided syntheses and, in principle, applicable to predictive design of the growth 

of crystalline solids at all length scales (nano to bulk). 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Morphological direction of nanoscale noble metals such as platinum (Pt) and palladium 

(Pd) are receiving increased interest due to potential facet-dependent enhanced catalytic 

properties, which can be obtained by directed syntheses of nanocrystals with specific shapes.
1-4

  

The importance of specific surface faceting with respect to catalytic processes has been explored 

via computational modeling and studies of bulk single-crystal surfaces in ultra-high vacuum.
5-8

  

Such studies have provided the foundation toward an understanding of catalytic activity and 

selectivity.  Due to the emerging field of shaped nanoparticle (NP) synthesis, results of early 
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surface science studies can now be tested at the nanoscale at elevated temperatures and pressures 

typical of the working conditions found in industrial processes.  Pt is used in hydrogenation 

reactions,
1,9-13

 carbon monoxide oxidation,
14-16

 and oxygen reduction reactions (ORR),
7,9,17-19

 

while Pd is used for similar reactions,
11,20-26

 and is notable for its carbon-carbon coupling 

reactions.
27-30

 

Numerous physical and chemical properties are dramatically influenced by size, shape, 

and composition at the nanoscale.  Increased catalytic efficiency has been reported for systems 

possessing specific surface facets
31 

with different binding energies, atomic packing, and 

coordination from step edges and defects; all of which influence both catalytic activity
7,32-34

 and 

selectivity.
9,12,35

  However, due to the recent emergence of novel shapes including cubes, 

cuboctahedra, multipods, nanorods, nanostars, octahedra, spheres, tetrahedra, icosahedra, 

dodecahedra, plates, and porous structures,
1-4,9,36-41

 the catalytic properties of nanoscale surface 

facets have not yet been well-studied.  While most studies have leveraged serendipitous 

experimental discovery of the different crystal morphologies, relatively few have focused on 

understanding morphology direction mechanisms.  Amongst these studies, most focus on 

twinned-crystal seeds, anisotropic or overgrowth conditions, and seed mediated 

conditions,
1,3,4,42,43

 dealing with either capping agents or auxiliary directing species that bind to 

specific facets, changing surface energies and relative attachment rates.  Shape direction can also 

occur in the presence of a hard template such as mesoporous silica networks, where deposition of 

platinum within the mesopores of the template results in the formation of nanostructures that are 

inverted replicas of the template.
38-40

  A materials design approach where mechanistic 

understanding is used in computational modeling and data sharing to direct experimental work 

has the potential to increase the development rate of new materials.
44

 

In this article, the mechanism of directing NP shape was investigated through a 

continuous feedback loop of experimentation coupled with computational modeling by utilizing 

a well-known, robust procedure for synthesizing shaped Pt NPs with high yields.  The method 

utilizes a wet chemical reduction (WCR) reaction with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a capping 

agent and silver nitrate (AgNO3) as a directing agent.
45,46

  Cubic, cuboctahedral, and octahedral 

NPs bounded by {001} and {111} facets can be produced for face-centered cubic (fcc) metal 

since {111} and {001} are two of the three lowest energy surfaces in fcc crystals.
36

  It is 

proposed that silver influences the direction of growth, though nitrate (NO3) has also been shown 
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to direct growth of Pt in a different synthetic system using NaNO3.
47

  It has been reported that 

silver can exist as a number of ions, clusters, or zero-valent species in ethylene glycol,
48

 and we 

will refer to those species in general as Ag.  Herein, we experimentally identify if Ag or NO3 is 

responsible for directing NP morphology in this system by studying both the intermediate and 

final products as a function of growth time.  We develop an experimentally-verifiable continuum 

model for the directed growth of faceted NPs and use it to not only explain but also predict and 

guide the observed Pt and Pd NP morphologies.  In doing so, we demonstrate the powerful 

synergy of coupling computational modeling with materials synthesis thus opening up the 

potential to design, rather than discover by trial-and-error experimentation, new and improved 

catalysts of the future. 

 

4.3 Experimental 

Pt NPs with cubic, cuboctahedral, and octahedral shapes were synthesized using a well-

known wet chemical reduction procedure.
45

  In short, a 2-neck 25 mL round bottom flask was 

cleaned by soaking in freshly prepared aqua regia overnight followed by rinsing with copious 

amounts of 18.2 MΩ deionized H2O before drying in a 100 ˚C forced convection oven.  Ethylene 

glycol (EG, 2.5 mL, Macron Fine Chemicals #5001) was added to the dry flask, the flask fitted 

with a condenser, and heated to reflux (~200 ˚C).  A 0.375 M solution of polyvinylpyrrolidone 

(PVP, Mw=55,000, Sigma-Aldich #856568), 0.0625 M solution of H2PtCl6•6H2O (Alfa-Aesar 

#11051) or K2PdCl6 (Sigma-Aldrich #334502) along with desired concentrations of AgNO3 

(Sigma-Aldrich, #204390) were prepared in EG.  All reagents were used as received without 

further purification. 

To the refluxing EG, 0.5 mL of an auxiliary directing agent was added in one single 

aliquot (as a control experiment, 0.5 ml pure EG was added for undirected growth) prior to the 

simultaneous addition of 3.0 mL of 0.375 M PVP at a rate of 0.1875 mL/min and 1.5 mL of the 

0.0625 M H2PtCl6•6H20 (or K2PdCl6) in EG was added at a rate of 0.09375 mL/min.  After 16 

minutes, the additions were stopped and the reaction was refluxed for an additional 5 minutes.  

The resulting material was allowed to cool to room temperature and centrifuged at 1057 g for 15 

minutes to precipitate any unwanted products (e.g. AgCl) formed from the various directing 

agents and precursors.  The supernatant was then separated from any precipitate, diluted with 3 

times volume of acetone and centrifuged again at 2935 g for 15 minutes to precipitate the Pt 
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nanocrystals into a pellet.  The cloudy supernatant was decanted, and the resulting pellet was 

dispersed in 3 mL ethanol via sonication, diluted with 3 times volume of hexanes, and 

centrifuged at 1057 g for 5 minutes to precipitate the Pt nanocrystals into a pellet.  Three 

iterations of the ethanol/hexane cleanings were performed to remove as much excess PVP as 

possible from the solution.  The final products were dispersed and stored in 3 mL ethanol to be 

drop-cast onto 300-mesh copper TEM grids with either holey or lacey carbon, and were analyzed 

using a FEI Titan S/TEM operated at 300 kV. 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Ag-directed growth of Pt NPs via WCR Experimentation 

Ag was reported to influence Pt NP shape in a polyol WCR synthesis by preferentially 

affecting growth onto different facets,
1,45

 while NO3 was reported to direct Pt NP shape in a 

similar synthetic system where non-reflux temperatures (160 ˚C) allowed the NO3 to slow 

reduction kinetics, resulting in overgrowth conditions.
1,47

  To distinguish between the shape 

directing roles of Ag
 
and NO3 in the synthesis outlined by Yang and co-workers,

45
 we utilized 

the reflux procedure outlined in the methods section and systematically varied the auxiliary 

directing agents across broad concentration ranges to isolate and identify the species responsible 

for shape-direction in this system.  Only those salts soluble in ethylene glycol, including Ag 

halides and sulfates and a variety of alkali, alkali-earth, and transition-metal nitrates were tested.  

For comparison, control experiments were conducted using corresponding salts with neither Ag 

nor NO3.  Additionally, mixtures of AgNO3 and NaNO3 were used as the directing agents to test 

the concentration dependency of the refluxing system on both Ag and NO3 simultaneously.  The 

mixture concentrations were chosen to have Ag and NO3 species at different concentrations, but 

at similar concentrations of AgNO3 reported to yield the morphologies shown in Figure 4.1.
45

 

A mixture of 1.1 mol% AgNO3 and 9.9 mol% NaNO3 produced Pt NPs with cubic 

morphology (Figure 4.2A,D) as dictated from the 1.1 mol% Ag rather than cuboctahedral 

morphology (Figure 4.2B,E), which would be expected if direction were obtained from the 11 

mol% NO3.  Similarly, a mixture of 11 mol% AgNO3 and 21 mol% NaNO3 produced 

cuboctahedral morphology (Figure 4.2B,E) as dictated by 11 mol% Ag rather than octahedral 

morphology (Figure 4.2C,F) if direction were obtained by 32 mol% NO3.  The collective results 

indicate that only Ag containing salts resulted in NPs with uniform morphologies for this specific 
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system, and that NO3 was not influential for direction at the elevated reflux temperatures 

(Figures 4.3 and 4.4).  The observation that lower and higher molar ratios of Ag to Pt result in 

the preponderance of cubic ({001} bound) and octahedral ({111} bound) morphologies, 

respectively, supports the hypothesis that Ag is indeed responsible for shape-direction by 

affecting preferential attachment fluxes of Pt atoms to different surfaces during growth, as 

reported previously.
45

  In the following sections, we describe a model that is developed in 

concert with the experimentally-supported hypothesis that Ag concentration dictates Pt NP 

morphologies. 

 

Figure 4.1 The shapes of the Pt NPs are dependent on the concentration of AgNO3 in this system.  

Ag/Pt: 1.1 mol%, 11 mol%, and 32 mol% AgNO3 producing relatively monodispersed in size 

and shape cubes, cuboctahedra, and octahedra, respectively.
45
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Figure 4.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (top images A, B, C) and high-resolution 

TEM (HRTEM) micrographs (bottom images D, E, F) along with corresponding Fourier 

transforms and their indexes (G, H, I) of the HRTEM images of shaped Pt NPs resulting from 

different Ag concentrations in solution during growth.  (A,D) Ag/Pt: 1.1 mol% produces cubes 

with predominantly {001} surface facets, (B,E) Ag/Pt: 11 mol% produces cuboctahedra bounded 

by {001} and {111} surface facets, and (C,F) Ag/Pt: 32 mol% produces octahedra with {111} 

surface facets.  The scale bars in A-C are 20 nm and in D-F are 2 nm. 
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Figure 4.3 TEM images of Pt nanoparticles synthesized from H2PtCl6 with a variety of nitrate 

salts at 10% nitrate to platinum ratios as directing agents.  The lack of any consistent faceting in 

any of the micrographs even at ratios as high as 200% (not shown) is indicative of little to no 

influence on nanoparticle morphology by nitrate in our synthetic system.    Zn(NO3)2 (A), NiNO3 

(B), NaNO3 (C), Fe(NO3)3 (D), Mg(NO3)2 (E), KNO3 (F), and Ce(NO3)3 (G). 
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Figure 4.4 TEM images of Pt nanoparticles synthesized from H2PtCl6 with a variety of silver 

salts at various concentrations as shape directing agents.  The regularly shaped Pt nanoparticles 

in panels (A) and (B) support the hypothesis that silver can direct shape of platinum 

nanoparticles.  The large agglomerated shapes in panel (C) are attributed to the presence of 

iodine, as also supported by Figure 4.4 (C).  11% AgBr (A), 200% AgF (B), and 200% AgI (C). 
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Figure 4.5 TEM images of Pt nanoparticles synthesized from H2PtCl6 with a variety of salts with 

neither silver nor nitrate.  At low concentrations (~10% ratio with Pt) of NaBr and KBr, semi-

shaped nanoparticles are produced as seen in panel (A).  At high concentrations (>50%) of both 

bromide salts, particle agglomeration is observed as seen in panel (B).  At any concentration of 

NaI, sever particle agglomeration is observed as seen in panel (C). Lack of significant particle 

shaping from these salts supports hypothesis that silver plays significant role indirect 

nanoparticle shape in our system. 10% NaBr (A), 50% KBr (B), and 10% NaI (C).  
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4.4.2 Developing Growth Model for NP Shape-Direction 

4.4.2.1  Basis of Growth Model 

Most models pertaining to NP shape rely at least in some qualitative manner on the Wulff 

construction,
49

 which relates the surface energies of different facet orientations with the area of 

those facets: the smaller its surface energy, the closer that facet is to the “center” of the NP, and 

thus the larger surface area it has.  There are potential problems with such an approach, which 

manifest more acutely in the case of growth via wet chemical reduction (WCR).  The surface 

energies computed for most metals are performed under vacuum, not in the presence of a 

solution containing the precursor metal salt and directing agents.  Surface energy values in such 

wet chemical environments are far from those that can be obtained via atomic scale calculations 

in vacuum (embedded atom method,
50

 or density functional theory
51,52

).  Furthermore, the 

surface energies and their relative ordering in solution change as a function of the super-

saturation of the metal atoms (e.g., by injecting desired levels of precursor salt in solution), thus 

discussions of the final shapes by using surface energies computed in vacuum and at a fixed 

value of the chemical potential may be far from reality.  These deficiencies prompt us to recall 

that, on a fundamental level, the Wulff construction gives equilibrium crystal shape under the 

constraint of constant NP volume, which is not the case here.  Our experiments show that to 

effectively direct the final crystal shape, it is necessary for the complete reaction solution 

including the directing agent to be present during growth from nucleation to final product.  There 

can exist a narrow time window following nucleation in which the roughly spherical NP does not 

grow significantly, but suddenly acquires well-defined facets.  The very short-lived process can 

be understood based on the Wulff construction because it occurs at (nearly) constant volume, 

provided one has the correct surface energies obtained for the specific solution conditions.  After 

a nucleus acquires facets, it grows in the presence of metal precursor salts and directing agents in 

solution.  This is the growth process that we will address here, by employing a model for growth 

that allows the relative size of the facets to change over time. 

 

4.4.2.2  Generic model for arbitrary facets during growth 

In principle, there exists a kinematic Wulff construction designed to give the shape of a 

particle during growth, which requires knowledge of the growth velocity V(n) as a continuous 

function of the normal at the surface n.
53

  In our model, we will deal with discrete surface 
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orientations and consider the effect of the directing agent (e.g. AgNO3).  Here, we consider two 

low-index orientations of the surface, for clarity, {001} and {111}, however, the arguments and 

calculations can be carried out in the same manner for any two intersecting facets of the NP.  

Their growth rates are different because of the varying attachment rates of Pt (main metal) and 

Ag (directing agent) at the two surface orientations considered.  It has been hypothesized that Ag 

can hinder the attachment of Pt on the {111} orientation, but not on other orientations or at least 

not to the same extent.
45

  To account for this effect, we consider different net attachment rates of 

the Pt atoms on the two orientations, f0 and f1 for the {001} and {111} facets, respectively.  

These net attachment rates are defined as the effective (net) number of Pt atoms attached per unit 

area, per unit time.  Referring to Figure 4.6, we rationalize the growth of these two facets in 

terms of these net attachment fluxes.  Between times t and t + dt, the {001} and {111} facets 

advance outwards with velocities V0 = f0 / ρ and V1 = f1 / ρ, respectively, where ρ is the number of 

atoms per unit volume in bulk crystalline Pt (number density).  In the absence of a continuous set 

of surface orientations, the shape at any time t (after the initial instant at which facets form) is 

given by all the facets that are present at that time.  When the net fluxes for various surface 

orientations are different from one another, their linear in-plane dimensions (represented in 

Figure 4.6 by the lengths b0 and b1) will also grow at different rates.  These linear dimensions 

can be computed from geometry, assuming that the corners and edges of the NPs are atomically 

sharp, i.e., only true facets exist forming sharp edges and step bunches are absent.  In the 

quadrilateral ABCD (Figure 4.6), we have AB = b1(t + dt) – b1(t) = db1,  BC = V1dt, CD = b0(t) – 

b0(t + dt) = –db0, AD = V0dt, and the angle between AB and AD measures 90° – θ, where θ is the 

angle between the surface normals [001] and [111].  After extending the segment DC until it 

crosses the line AB at C' (see Figure 4.6), we can obtain AB (=db1) as AB = AC' – BC' = V0dt/sin 

θ – V1dt/tan θ, the length CD (=–db0) can be obtained in a similar manner, leading to expressions 

of the variations of the lengths b0 and b1 per unit time: 

 





sin

cos010 VV

dt

db 
     (4.1) 





sin

cos101 VV
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db 
     (4.2) 
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i.e., giving the time derivatives of the linear dimensions of the facets.  Equations analogous to 

(4.1) and (4.2) can be set up for any two intersecting facets, so that all the corresponding 

dimensions can be obtained.  For the sake of clarity, we limit the discussion to only two facets.  

From Eqs. (4.1-4.2) we note that there are several regimes that can develop during growth, 

depending on the instantaneous derivatives of b0 and b1.  For example, both facets can increase in 

size (db0/dt > 0 and db1/dt > 0) provided that V1 > V0 cos θ and V0 > V1 cos θ.  Interestingly, there 

is also a regime when db0/dt < 0 and db1/dt > 0, in which the characteristic length b0 of the {001} 

facet decreases.  This is, in fact, the regime depicted qualitatively in Figure 4.6, which is 

characterized (refer to Eqs. (4.1-4.2)) by V1 < V0 cos θ.  In practice, the growth velocities can be 

time-dependent and can be directed by agents such as AgNO3 that affect the growth rates on the 

{001} and {111} facets differently. 

 

Figure 4.6 Two intersecting facets growing at different rates V0 and V1.  Faster growth along [001] 

direction can lead to a decrease in the linear dimension b0 of the {001} facet and an increase in 

the dimension b1 of the {111} facet. 
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4.4.2.3  Explanation of the shape-direction of Pt nanoparticles  

As discussed in the previous section, the growth velocities along the [001] and [111] 

directions are proportional to the net attachment fluxes f0 and f1, respectively.  If net fluxes f0 and 

f1 are known as functions of time, then Eqs. (4.1-4.2) can be integrated to yield the characteristic 

lengths b0 and b1 as functions of time for the entire NP evolution following the moment at which 

it developed facets.  While time-dependent information regarding the fluxes f0 and f1 is hard to 

obtain from first-principles calculations (which are usually performed in vacuum and at zero 

Kelvin) for conditions that refer specifically to solution synthesis, we can adopt approximate 

models that capture the main physics of growth.  For example, f1 should decrease to zero fairly 

rapidly, which is indicative of the Ag “poisoning” of the {111} facets; f0 should decrease as well, 

only at a much slower pace than f1, because the Pt atoms are more abundant in solution and are 

consumed at a slower rate than silver.  We adopt an exponential decay model for the two fluxes, 

with different time constants τ0 and τ1 (τ1 < τ0) 

 

)exp( 1,01,01,0 tCf      (4.3) 

 

where C0,1 are the initial values of the two decaying fluxes.  With models for net fluxes given by 

Eq. (4.3), the integration of Eqs. (4.1-4.2) yields: 
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We start with the simple and reasonable assumptions that b0(0) = b1(0) (B) and C0 = C1 , 

meaning that initially the characteristic lengths of the two facets are the same, and the net 

attachment rates to different facets are also the same.  Depending on the time constants τ0 and τ1, 

Eqs. (4.4-4.5) can predict several types of NP final shapes bound by {001} and/or {111} facets: 

tetrahedra, truncated tetrahedra, octahedra, and cuboctahedra.  For example, when the time 

constants τ0 and τ1 are relatively close to one another, we obtain cuboctahedra as final shapes 
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(Figure 4.7A).  In experiments, control over the fluxes f1 and f0 is exercised through the 

concentration of AgNO3 in solution.  In the case of Pt, Ag may attach to one or both of the {001} 

and {111} facets, preferentially poisoning only the {111} surface orientation (i.e., effectively 

blocking the growth along the [111] direction).  The regime of lower Ag concentrations in 

solution is modeled by setting the time constants in Eq. (4.3) to have similar magnitudes; this 

leads to the presence of both {111} and {001} facets on the asymptotic shapes (cuboctahedra in 

Figure 4.7A and Figure 4.2B,E).  In order to have only {111} facets, we increase the difference 

between the time constants τ0 and τ1 (τ1 << τ0), thus modeling the regime of higher Ag 

concentration in experiments.  As a result, the net flux on the {111} facets decays to near-zero 

much faster than the net flux f0 on {001} facets, whose decrease is only due to the 

consumption/depletion of the Pt atoms from solution due to the growth of the NPs.  Indeed, using 

τ1 = τ0 / 20 in Eqs. (4.4-4.5) leads to the disappearance of the {001} facets, and therefore to 

shapes that are either octahedral or tetrahedral.  This case is shown in Figure 4.7B, where the 

{001} facets monotonically decrease and vanish altogether past a certain moment, which can be 

estimated using Eqs. (4.4-4.5). 

 

4.4.3 Predicting directed growth for Pd NPs 

While varying Ag concentration in solution during growth can lead to final NPs with 

different shapes, the question arises as to what can be done in order to achieve shape-directed 

NPs using other chemical species and with other metals.  Here, we demonstrate the applicability 

of our growth model to predict the shapes of Pd, a catalytically-important metal that has a face-

centered cubic crystal structure with a lattice constant similar to that of Pt.  If we grow Pd 

particles using AgNO3 as the directing agent, then the Ag atoms deposited epitaxially on the Pd 

facets experience compression due to ~5% lattice mismatch.  Similar to the case of Pt NPs, Ag 

atoms are more likely to bind to Pd {111} facets than to {001}, since on the {111} facets are in a 

close-packed environment that can withstand the compression dictated by the mismatch strain.  

On the {001} facets, Ag atoms may bind but are unlikely to form epitaxial layers that would 

withstand compression and block the growth along [001]; the spacing between {001} layers is 

larger than that between {111} layers, which helps exchanges between Ag and Pd atoms on the 

{001} facets, and therefore does not inhibit Pd growth along [001]. 
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Figure 4.7 Growth model predictions for the evolution of the characteristic lengths of the {001} 

and {111} facets in the presence of Ag in solution.  (A) For midrange Ag concentration (11 

mol%), the time constants controlling the net attachment fluxes are comparable, τ1 = τ0, which 

leads to the presence of both {001} and {111} facets in the final shapes, i.e. cuboctahedra.  (B) 

At higher Ag concentration, (e.g. τ1 = τ0 / 20) the {001} facets disappear and the final shape is 

bounded by {111} facets, i.e. octahedra.  
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We therefore expect that growth of Pd NPs can be directed by Ag in solution to produce 

{111} faceted NPs.  This was confirmed by our experiments using the same AgNO3 directed 

synthesis of Pt outlined in the methods, but changing the precursor salt to K2PdCl6.  For solutions 

containing 1 to 5 mol% Ag/Pd, we obtain NPs with primarily {111} facets: octahedral, 

tetrahedral, and icosahedral morphologies (Figure 4.8).  The model predictions are qualitatively 

validated by the experimental results.  As expected, the kinetics of atom attachment anisotropy 

are different for Pd and Pt, and hence careful tuning of solution chemistry will be necessary to 

obtain NPs of a desired shape.  Additionally, we carried out synthesis experiments using copper 

bromide as a directing agent due to copper’s chemical similarity to Ag and found that it did not 

direct the shape of Pt NPs as shown in Figures 4.3-4.5.  This observation suggests that the shape-

directing influence of Ag may stem from some other unique property.  Corroboration of other 

experimental systems with this model may have a broader impact for nanomaterial design. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 (A) Low magnification TEM and (B-D) HRTEM images of 15 nm faceted Pd NPs 

synthesized from K2PdCl6 with AgNO3 as a directing agent.  {111} surface faceting is 

predominant in all of the observed NP morphologies: (B) tetrahedral, (C) octahedral, and (D) 

icosahedral.  Scale bars are 50 nm in (A) and 2 nm in (B-D).  
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4.4.4 Directing Pt Growth by Other Directing Agents 

Pt NPs with cubic shapes bounded by {001} facets have been previously 

demonstrated.
36,54,55

  Interestingly, the shape-direction in these experiments was achieved using 

very diverse directing agents (e.g. tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide,
36

 Fe(CO)5,
54

 and short 

peptides
55

), all of which lead to cubic or truncated-cubic NPs.  The findings can also be 

explained by our growth model if we assume that the new directing agents restrict the growth 

along the [001] direction or promote it along the [111] direction.  This would be accounted for by 

relaxation times corresponding to slower growth along [001] than along [111], i.e. τ0 < τ1; with 

this inequality, Eqs. (4.4 and 4.5) predict NPs as shown in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 that are truncated 

cubes when τ0 < τ1 but are similar order of magnitude, or cubes when τ0 << τ1.  While further 

applications of the model (for example, those involving icosahedral NPs involving twin 

boundaries) would not be possible without significantly increasing its complexity, its current 

ability to cover the spectrum from {001} faceted single-crystal NPs to {111} faceted single-

crystal NPs unifies a large set of experiments under a simple kinetic model. 

 

 
Figure 4.9 Growth model predictions for the evolution of the characteristic lengths of the {001} 

and {111} facets in the presence of Br
-
 in solution.  In the presence of Br

-
, (e.g. τ1 = 20τ0) the 

{111} facets disappear and the final shape is bounded by {001} facets, i.e. cube.  
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Figure 4.10 (A) Low magnification TEM and (B) HRTEM images of 15 nm cubic Pd NPs 

synthesized from K2PdCl6 with KBr as a directing agent.  {100} surface faceting is predominant 

in the observed cubic NP morphologies.  Scale bars are 100 nm in (A) and 3 nm in (B) 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

By experimentally probing the parameter space influencing nanoparticle shape control, 

we have developed a model that explains the preferential growth of specific facets.  The presence 

of a shape directing agent (i.e. Ag) alters the attachment kinetics of the metal particle (i.e. Pt) on 

{001} and {111} facets, which is reflected in the model in the form of different time constants 

for the decaying net fluxes to these facets.  The model was then employed for another metal (Pd) 

and was able to explain the fluxes associated with the formation of {111} faceted particles.  

Furthermore, the model also provides a mechanistic explanation for experimental observations 

reported in the literature,
35,53,54

 and can help predict the shape and size of the final NPs.  If 

coupled with models for nucleation,
56

 our growth model could lead to a complete 

computationally-guided design paradigm for shape-directed NPs in which the parameters 

necessary for achieving a final desired shape and size can be predicted based on solution 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER 5 SYNTHESIS OF SHAPE-ANISOTROPIC NANOMATERIALS USING 

SPONTANEOUS GALVANIC DISPLACEMENT (SGD) REACTIONS 

 

5.1 Abstract 

The fundamental mechanisms of spontaneous galvanic displacement (SGD) reactions as 

an advanced material synthesis method are elucidated to develop advanced, nanoscale materials 

for use in hydrogen/renewable energy applications.  State-of-the-art (model) materials synthesis 

and advanced x-ray characterization are used to elucidate the fundamental mechanisms and rates 

of SGD.  SGD is capable of creating functional nanomaterials that cannot be obtained through 

other routes and may be used to thrift precious metals used in catalysis applications.  With 

further advances resulting from increased understanding of the SGD process, materials that 

significantly improve efficiency and potentially enable widespread adoption of next generation 

technologies like fuel cells are possible.  In order to take advantage of this exciting area of novel 

nanomaterial synthesis, we must develop a better understanding of the SGD process and with 

this knowledge design more optimal, controlled nanostructures. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

Spontaneous galvanic displacement (SGD) is essentially the combined processes of 

electrodeposition and corrosion occurring concurrently and it can be applied to synthesize a 

variety of functional nanomaterials.  One of the earliest reports of SGD came in 1970 when 

Turkevich et al. synthesized Au-Pd core-shell nanoparticles by displacing the surface of Pd 

nanoparticles with HAuCl4.
1
  The key to SGD is to use more-noble metal ions in solution so that 

they can be reduced by the less-noble metal atoms of the template nanoparticles
2
 where the 

nobility of metals under standard conditions is defined by standard reduction potentials (E
0
).  In 

SGD the less noble metal is corroded as its electrons reduce the more noble metal ions in 

solution; Cu
0
 atoms in a Cu nanoparticle are oxidized to Cu

2+
 or Cu

3+
 as more noble metal cation 

M
X+

 are reduced to M
0
.
3
  In this way, SGD can be applied to nanomaterials and has already 

demonstrated value in electrocatalysis for fuel cells.
4
  The conversion of Ag nanoplates to Pt 

nanoplates is shown in Figure 5.1 as an illustrative example: 2 Ag + PtCl2
2–

 → 2 Ag
+
 + 2 Cl

–
 + 

Pt
0
. 
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Figure 5.1 Ag nanoplates (top) may be used as displacement templates in SGD reactions to 

synthesize Pt nanoplates (bottom).
5
 

 

SGD has the potential to make shape-controlled nanomaterials that cannot be directly 

synthesized like Pt nanotubes from Ag nanowires
6
 or structures/compositions that cannot be 

synthesized directly like bimetallic
7–10

 or trimetallic materials;
11

 the potential to create high 

surface area porous nanostructures
12,13

 or thrift high-cost materials, for example using a Ni 

nanoparticle template to deposit an ultrathin layer of Pt/Au;
14

 and the ability to tune structures 

through the use of surfactants, metal ion size, crystal structure, or metal ion valency. 

SGD reactions were systematically studied to elucidate the fundamental mechanisms of 

this versatile materials synthesis method.  In situ x-ray scattering and spectroscopy, combined 

with ex situ microscopy, were used to better understand the SGD processes.  With this 

understanding, we will utilize SGD methods to create advanced nanoscale electrocatalyst 

materials for renewable energy applications.   Development of improved nanoscale materials 

requires greater control of matter at the nanoscale, and SGD reactions offer this capability.  It is 

possible to synthesize shape-controlled nanomaterials by SGD reactions with a degree of 

compositional control that cannot be otherwise obtained.  The outcome of this research will be a 

significant advancement in the field of nanomaterials synthesis with immediate potential for 
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large-scale application in renewable energy technologies.  Previous work has shown 

nanoparticles with significantly different morphologies and structures possess very different 

electrochemical properties, and can be synthesized by only slightly changing reactant 

conditions.
4,5,15–19

  To date, reactant temperature, solvent, reactant delivery method and 

stoichiometry have all been shown to impact the structure and performance of resultant materials.  

Figure 5.2 is an illustrative example of Cu nanowires displaced by Pt as a function of reaction 

temperature and varied Pt delivery rate.
17

 

 

Figure 5.2 Pt displaced Cu nanowires as a function of temperature of reaction and Pt delivery 

method.
17

 

 

To date, little is understood of the SGD mechanism, thus the ability to control the SGD 

process is limited.  Figure 5.3 schematically shows examples of different structures that have 

been demonstrated to a certain extent through SGD when allowed to go to complete 

conversion.
20–22

  Incomplete conversion of the host material (not shown) offers additional 

options, such as core-shell structures and alloys that could be advantageous for specific 

applications.  While SGD has received very limited attention, a few important conclusions are 

clearly apparent: 1) nanoparticle shapes and compositions are possible through SGD that are 
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otherwise unattainable; 2) minor changes in synthetic reaction conditions can lead to major 

morphological changes; 3) resultant materials based on more noble metals can be thrifted and/or 

alloyed with the template metals; and 4) the SGD mechanism is complex, and in significant need 

of fundamental study. 

 

Figure 5.3 SGD of Ag nanoparticles by Au typically produces hollow Au particles of identical 

morphology (a). Stronger Ag surface ligands result in irregular Au nanoparticles with different 

morphologies than the template (b).
20

  1:3 Au(III):Ag SGDR stoichiometry can result in porous 

shell structures, as opposed to solid shells for 1:1 Au:Ag SGDR stoichiometry (c).
21

  Small 

spherical Ag nanoparticle templates produce hollow Au octahedra, as opposed to hollow Au 

spheres (d).
22

 

 

The understanding, and hence control, of SGD synthesized nanomaterials remains a 

challenge, limiting their application.  The goal of this research is to better understand SGD to 

control the SGD process to create functional nanostructures with desired performance with a 

focus on electrochemical catalytic activity. 

 

5.3 Experimental 

Nanoparticles will serve as the primary model system, as displacement templates, due to 

their spatial symmetry and the ease with which they can be obtained or synthesized.  Ag 

nanoparticles were synthesized using a previously published wet chemical reduction synthesis.
23
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Briefly, 5 mL of 20 mg/mL AgNO3 in ethylene glycol (EG) was added dropwise over two 

minutes to 15 mL of a 0.30 M solution of 29k MW polyvinylpyrrolidone in EG heated at 120 °C.  

The addition occurred over 2 minutes, and the reaction continued for another 3 minutes.  These 

nanoparticles as well as commercially available Ag nanowires were used as single crystalline 

displacement templates for SGD reactions.  Though using Ni, Cu, and Ag as template metals and 

Pt, Au, and Ir as displacement metals would provide a wide range of reduction potentials and 

crystalline lattice spacings, two dominant parameters affecting the materials synthesized by SGD 

reactions, time constraints limited the investigation to using Ag as a template and Pt as a 

displacement metal.  The renewable energy applications of Pt SGD synthesized materials are 

significant because Pt is the best electrocatalyst material for both oxygen reduction in hydrogen 

fuel cells and hydrogen production in photoelectrochemical cells and electrolyzers.  

Displacement procedure was modified from one previously reported to occur over 2 hours.
5
  

Briefly, Ag nanoparticles were dispersed in DI H2O to 1 mg/mL and heated to 90 °C.  The mass 

of K2PtCl4 required for a 50% molar excess of Pt was dissolved in a small quantity of DI H2O 

and added with a syringe pump over a 2 hour period.  Aliquots were removed at regular time 

intervals for ex situ measurements. 

 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

Materials were characterized with high resolution transmission electron microscopy 

(HRTEM), x-ray scattering and spectroscopy, and atom probe tomography to elucidate the 

mechanism of SGD.  Microscopy, focusing on resolution near the atomic scale, was used to 

probe morphology and composition of materials, complementing the x-ray experiments.  Figure 

5.4 shows HRTEM and elemental mapping of microtomed Pt nanotubes synthesized from Ag 

nanowires.  The cross-sections shown in Figure 5.4a show that the pentagonal morphology of the 

parent Ag NW has been maintained, however the resultant structure is highly porous and made 

up of many crystallites.  Figure 5.4b shows that significant fractions of Ag remain unexpectedly 

well dispersed throughout the sample.  Similar microscopic analysis performed at various stages 

of the SGD process shown in Figure 5.5 provide further insight into the displacement process.  

The majority of the displacement of Ag by Pt occurs between 2 and 10 minutes, though residual 

Ag remained in the nanotubes.  Washing with HNO3 removes the majority of this silver, leaving 

behind a nanotube primarily composed of Pt. 
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Figure 5.4 a) TEM cross section of a Pt nanotube made via SGD of a formerly solid Ag nanowire. 

b) Elemental mapping of Pt (red) and Ag (green) in the displaced nanowire. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Pt wt% as a function of reaction time and cleaning with HNO3 
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5.4.1 X-ray Characterization 

Ex situ x-ray scattering and spectroscopy was used to characterize materials.  In order to 

probe the atomic level changes taking place during the SGD process, a combination of in situ 

and ex situ techniques were used to study the structure, chemical states, and morphology of the 

electrodes and coatings/SWNT meshes.  These included the complementary experimental 

techniques of x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS),
24

 small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), and 

x-ray diffraction (XRD).  XRD probes crystal structure; XAS provide short-range coordination 

and order, and electronic structure information including oxidation/charge states; while SAXS 

probes particle size. 

Both in situ and ex situ studies of the process were performed to witness the process as it 

occurs while also taking “snapshots” at various extents of reaction.  Correlating the results of the 

complementary experimental measurements allows for the development of a better fundamental 

understanding of the process leading to tailored synthesis of nanomaterials with specific shape 

and composition.  The measurements provide information about: 1) the extent of alloying that 

occurs as a function of displacement; 2) in situ particle growth as the SGD process takes place; 

and 3) the coordination state of different elements as an extent of reaction.  Performing XRD, 

SAXS, and x-ray absorption experiments over the course of the SGD process allowed 

observation of changes in real time, permitting the elucidation of the process on an atomic level.  

Figure 5.6 shows the XRD from Pt nanotubes synthesized ex situ by SGD from Ag nanowire 

templates, and Figure 5.7 shows the SAXS data from the same synthesis.  The XRD data shows 

the crystal structure of the Ag nanowires is initially similar to that of bulk Ag, but after 2 minutes 

the formation of a second peak with 2θ value similar to that of bulk Pt indicates Pt has displaced 

some of the Ag.  At 5 minutes, the two distinct signals overlap to form a single peak indicative of 

a PtAg alloyed material.  This peak shifts slightly at 10 minutes, and after 120 minutes has 

shifted closer to the Pt bulk 2θ value as the maximum degree of displacement is reached.  The 

XRD data indicate the majority of the displacement occurs in the first 10 minutes of the reaction, 

though it continues until the reaction is complete, in agreement with the change in Pt wt% over 

time graphed in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.6 Ex situ XRD data showing the shift in peak from Ag to Pt during the displacement 

process; an overall shift from 2θ = 23.8 to 24.8 is observed. 

 

The SAXS curves are altered as the particle size of the sample changes, and thus 

qualitatively show whether particle size changes over time.  The features present in the SAXS 

curve change significantly between 2 and 10 minutes; these times correlate to the rapid increase 

in Pt wt% seen in Figure 5.5 during the first 10 minutes of the reaction.  The domain q of the 

SAXS curve is inversely proportional to the size regime being described by the equation 

 

qd       (5.1) 

 

thus the changes seen in the 0.03 to 0.05 Å
–1

 region correspond to a size regime of about 6-10 

nm.  This size regime corresponds to pores forming in the surface of the nanowires as seen in the 

TEM cross section in Figure 5.4.  The signal is decreased in later samples due to the deposition 

of AgCl.  The SAXS and XRD data indicate x-ray techniques are viable for using SAXS to 

characterize structural properties in materials synthesized by SGD.
25
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Figure 5.7 SAXS data of PtAg nanowire materials synthesized by SGD.  Between 2 and 10 

minutes, changes in intensity occur in the q ≈ 0.03-0.05 Å
–1

 region, corresponding to a size 

regime of about 6-10 nm.  The change is indicative of pore opening in the nanowires as Ag is 

displaced by Pt. 

 

Further analysis of SAXS data from the SGD of Ag nanowires by Pt was performed 

using the Irena package for SAS data analysis
26

 plugin for Igor Pro.  Unified Fit and Size 

Distribution methods were applied to the collected data to obtain additional information about 

each sample.  Parameters of the fits for each sample changed significantly until the 10 minute 

sample then remained unchanged, suggesting displacement was complete by this point.  

Additional evidence for this is seen in each sample’s unified fit level at q values corresponding to 

the size regime of the pores in the nanowire: the P value of the unified fit decreases from 4 at 0 

minutes to about 3 in the 10 minute sample and remains about equal to 3 from the remainder of 

the reaction as shown in Figure 5.8.  The P value is the Porod’s law constant and varies 

according to the interface of the particles and their surroundings; a value of 4 indicates a clean 

interface while 3 indicates a rough, porous interface.  The unified fit further supports the 

qualitative SAXS data in Figure 5.7 and TEM cross section in Figure 5.4 in indicating that pores 

have developed in the surface of the wire due to the displacement ratio of Ag to Pt being 2:1.  

Pores also develop during the washing process of the particles: as Ag in the form of AgCl is 
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washed from the PtAg nanowire by an NaCl solution a Pt nanotube is left behind.  The 

morphology change is evidenced by the definition of features on the SAXS data at q values of 

0.03-0.1 Å
–1

 (diameters of 3-10 nm) as shown in Figure 5.9 and corresponds with the post-

washing increase of Pt wt% seen in Figure 5.5.  Both XRD and SAXS data agree with the EDS 

results and TEM images, indicating the formation of pores on the surface of the nanowires as 

SGD occurs. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Unified fit of SAXS curve of 120 minute sample.  The P value in the region q > 0.06 

Å
–1

 (d < 5 nm) region indicates the nanowires possess a rough interface in this size regime. 
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Figure 5.9 SAXS data of PtAg nanowires before and after cleaning with NaCl solution and 

HNO3.  Feature formation in the range 0.03-0.1 Å
–1

 (3-10 nm diameter) corresponds to the 

removal of AgCl from pores in the nanowire, leaving behind Pt and increasing its wt%. 

 

Size distributions were obtained for each sample using the maximum entropy method and 

a spherical form factor.  Although a fractal form factor should be used for the distribution 

because both Ag and Pt are present, the lack of periodicity in the data at high q values prevents a 

meaningful distinction between the two.  Peak location on the size distribution shifts to smaller 

diameters as the reaction proceeds.  From 2 minutes to 5 minutes, two peaks develop at 11 nm 

and 18.5 nm, however the intensity of the 18.5 nm peak decreases significantly after 5 minutes 

and the 11 nm peak shifts to 5 nm as seen in Figure 5.10.  The remaining peak continues to shift 

in size down to 3.5 nm after the reaction had proceeded for 10 minutes.  For the remaining 110 

minutes of the reaction, particle size remained stable at ~3.5 nm. 
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Figure 5.10 Normalized number distributions of 0 through 24 hour samples from 20 to 800 Å. 

Inset: number distribution from 20 to 220 Å. 

 

5.4.2 Atom Probe Tomography 

The novel method of atom probe tomography (APT) examines the 3D atomic 

composition of a single nanoparticle.  The particle is first identified on a removable grid holder, 

then the piece to be analyzed is cut with a focused ion beam.  Figure 5.11 shows a 

nanomanipulator mechanically moving the particle from the grid onto the atom probe tip, where 

the particle is attached to the probe using chemical vapor deposition via a metal/organic 

precursor.  Once mounted, the particle is exposed to an electric potential or laser that vaporizes it 

atom by atom.  Time of flight mass spectrometry reveals the identity of each atom, and 

topographic and tomographic maps of each layer of the particle are constructed as shown in 

Figure 5.12. The maps reveal the extent of heterogeneity in composition of the nanowires, 

indicating that the SGD process did not occur to completion. 
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Figure 5.11 Mounting of Pt/Ag wire on atom probe tip. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Tomography (top) and topography (bottom) of a single cross-section of Pt/Ag wire. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

Materials synthesis by SGD is a game-changing advancement towards materials by 

design.  Novel nanoparticle catalysts synthesized through SGD can potentially have activities 

and durability greatly exceeding DOE targets allowing far less Pt to be used, thereby accelerating 

the wide-spread use of commercial fuel cell vehicles.  Beyond fuel cells, these materials are of 
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interest because of their close tie to renewable energy applications, where SGD can be applied to 

anisotropic materials where long range connectivity aids in long range electron transport – a 

critical property in other applications.  The compositional control of SGD reactions is a powerful 

capability to tune the material properties of nanomaterials.  SAXS analysis reveals a rough 

surface develops over the course of the SGD reaction, indicating the formation of nanoscale 

pores while the macrostructure of the material is maintained.  APT yields insight of the degree to 

which SGD occurs in the material, providing the basis for a fundamental understanding of SGD.  

This new degree of control opens up the potential to create nanomaterials with designed material 

properties that have not been demonstrated and may only be possible through SGD. 
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CHAPTER 6 TUNING PORE SIZE IN MESOPOROUS SILICA (MSN-10) VIA 

HYDROTHERMAL  TREATMENT FOR APPLICATIONS IN SIZE DEPENDENT PROTEIN 

SEQUESTRATION 

6.1 Abstract 

Mesoporous silica materials are widely used in the fields of catalysis and separation 

chemistry, and, as such, much work has been focused on tuning their pore dimensions and 

macroparticle morphologies.  Mechanistic understanding of how synthetic parameters like silica 

precursor, templating surfactants, reaction temperatures, auxiliary species, and post-synthetic 

treatments affect morphology can enable the design of new mesoporous silica material tailored to 

specific applications.  Herein, we demonstrate the synthesis of a pore size tunable mesoporous 

silica network (MSN) that utilizes a block copolymer templating surfactant to produce 

mesoporous silica with discreet particles and uniform pore lengths and diameters.  The pore 

diameters can be expanded by simply extending the length of the post-synthetic hydrothermal 

treatment via a silica etching mechanism to give very narrow distributions of pore diameters 

between 4-10 nm.  The narrow and tunable pore diameter distributions lend themselves to size 

selective applications, such as protein separations. 

 

6.2 Introduction 

Current separation purification methods for proteins are not only challenging, but also 

laborious and currently use chromatographic methods to separate proteins by utilizing binding 

affinities, size discrepancies, and other chemical or biological properties.  Mesoporous silica 

networks (MSN) with tunable pore diameters are of particular interest for the sequestration of 

proteins due to the similar size regimes, which could provide alternative routes to the many 

challenges often found in chromatographic techniques. 

MSN have been given considerable attention in the past few decades mainly due to the 

tunability of the pore structure giving rise to design of application-specific novel materials.  To 

date, MSN have been used for many different applications including adsorbents,
1
 drug release,

2-4
 

separation,
5-9

 hard templating,
10

 and catalysis.
11-16

  In order to develop more effective materials 

for these applications, the pore structures must be well understood and tailored towards specific 

purposes. There have been several reports elucidating the synthetic parameters associated with 

MSN growth towards the understanding of the pore structure
17-19

 and macro-scale particle 
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morphology,
20-22

 as well as the effects of post synthetic treatments and surface functionalizations.  

Mechanistic understanding of these synthetic parameters will help in the design of next 

generation materials for expanded versatility and application. 

In the synthesis of MSN, acid hydrolysis of silicon alkoxides forms silicates that absorb 

to spherical micelles of template surfactants that then elongate and flocculate together into the 

organized mesophase seen in the final materials.  The silicates form silica through condensation, 

and the template surfactant is removed by calcination to leave behind the inorganic mesoporous 

framework.
23-31

  Current state of the art materials use template surfactants such as tetraalkyl 

ammonium ions and block copolymers and can produce well known MCM-41
32

 and SBA-15
33

 

MSN, respectively. Several synthetic parameters have been reported to promote the tuning of 

pore sizes, such as the addition of auxiliary species,
17,20,21

 surfactant, silica source,
27

 and acid 

types,
18

 as well as solution temperature
22

 and hydrothermal treatment conditions.
19

  Most of these 

parameters ultimately affect the d-spacing in the material by influencing the diameter of the 

spherical micelles in solution during growth, though the hydrothermal treatment is a post 

synthetic treatment that can influence pore size by changing the lengths and temperature at which 

it is performed.
19

 

Herein, we report the synthesis of ~500 nm discrete-particle micropore-bridged 

mesoporous silica networks similar to that of our previously reported MSN-10;
9
 however, 

through synthetic means, they exhibit tunable pore diameters ranging from 4-10 nm.  Shortening 

or extending the hydrothermal treatment time and thus, the silica etching process, causes the 

resulting pore sizes to vary.  The regular morphology provides uniform but tunable pore lengths 

and particle structures that allow for the materials to be fitted to specialized applications.  Size 

selective separation of proteins presents itself as a potential application of these materials due to 

their controllable and extremely narrow mesopore size distributions via a simple post-synthetic 

hydrothermal treatment. 

  

6.3 Experimental section 

6.3.1 MSN Synthesis 

The synthesis of the MSN has been recently reported but is described here briefly.
9
  The 

surfactant polymer Pluronic P104 (3.50 g, generously donated by BASF, Lot WPDH500B) was 

added to 1.64 M HCl (136.6 g, Macron Fine Chemicals, H613-46) and stirred vigorously at 55 
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˚C for 1 h until all polymer was dissolved.  Tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS, 5.330 g, Aldrich, 

218472, Lot BCBGB240V) was added in one portion, the flask was covered, and stirred at 55 ˚C 

for 24 h to result in a mixture of crude MSN material.  The crude MSN mixtures were placed in 

80 mL Teflon-lined autoclaves and treated hydrothermally at 150 ˚C for 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 16, and 24 

h after which they were cooled and the white MSN material was collected by filtration in glass 

frit funnels, washed with copious volumes of methanol, and air dried.  The MSN samples were 

calcined in air at 550 ˚C for 5 h with a 1.5 h ramp time to remove the Pluronic P104 surfactant.  

Three samples for each length of hydrothermal treatment were synthesized and characterized for 

reproducibility. 

 

6.3.2 Materials Characterization 

The dried and calcined samples were analyzed by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) at 

the Stanford Syncrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) at the SLAC National Accelerator 

Laboratory, BL:1-4.  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies were performed on a Hitachi 

S4700 FE-SEM system with 10 kV accelerating voltage.  Transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) studies were performed by drop casting a 10 μL aliquot of MSN material dispersed in 

ethanol onto holey carbon film coated 400-mesh count copper TEM grids followed by air drying.  

The prepared grids were imaged on a Philips CM200 transmission electron microscope equipped 

with a Princeton Gamma Tech.  (PGT) Spirit Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS).  Nitrogen 

absorption/desorption measurements on a Micromeritics TriStar system were used to measure 

the mesopore distributions, pore volume, and surface area of the MSN materials.  

Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) and Barrett−Joyner−Halenda (BJH) methods were used to 

calculate surface area and pore sizes, respectively. 

 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

All of the MSN samples, regardless of the length of hydrothermal treatment, produced 

discrete, hexagonal prism-shaped macroparticles, with the hexagonally packed mesopore 

structure typical of other mesoporous silicas (Figure 6.1).  The regular particles provide uniform, 

or near uniform, pore lengths, making them suitable for separation applications.  The original 

procedure for synthesizing MSN uses a 24 h hydrothermal treatment to produce MSN-10, a 

MSN with 10 nm mesopores.  The length of the hydrothermal treatment was varied at 0, 2, 4, 6, 
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16, and 24 h to probe the role that the hydrothermal treatment plays in the synthesis.  The 

material properties of each sample can be seen in Table 6.1 as determined by nitrogen 

physisorption and SAXS. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 (A) Scanning electron microscope image of the MSN material where the hexagonal 

column shape of the macrostructure is clearly visible.  (B) Transmission electron microscope 

image of the MSN material.  (C) Focused ion beam image of the MSN material where the 

surface nanostructure is clearly visible.  Scale bar is 500 nm for (A) and (B), 250 nm for (C). 

 

C 
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Table 6.1 Structure properties of MSN materials: surface area (SA), pore volume (PV), and pore 

diameter (W) were obtained from nitrogen physisorption experiments.  D-spacing and unit cell 

size were obtained from SAXS experiments.  The unit cell (a) was calculated from the d-spacing 

using 



a  2d100 / 3 . 

Time 

(hr) 

SABET 

(m
2
 g

-1
) 

PVBJH 

(cm
3
 g

-1
) 

WBJH 

(nm) 
d100 (Å) 

Unit Cell 

(Å) 

Wall 

Thickness (Å) 

0 798 0.65 5.28 76.4 88.3 50.3 

2 933 1.19 7.03 90.4 104.4 39.4 

4 614 1.18 7.85 90.8 104.8 27.3 

6 536 1.12 8.45 91.7 105.9 21.4 

16 461 1.19 10.45 92.4 106.7 11.7 

24 395 0.961 9.94 93.2 107.6 2.6 

 

Nitrogen physisorption and TEM analysis both indicate that with increasing duration of 

hydrothermal treatment the mesopore width increases with the most significant change occurring 

within the first 8 h.  This pore expansion can be visualized in Figure 6.2 with the pores 

increasing from ~4 nm before hydrothermal treatment to ~10 nm after 24 h of hydrothermal 

treatment.  Additionally, pore size distributions obtained from nitrogen physisorption can be seen 

in Figure 6.3 and show uniform sizes with narrow distributions, again indicating that the 

hydrothermal treatment maintains a tunable mesoporous morphology still viable for size 

selective applications.   
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Figure 6.2 TEM images of the MSN materials selected to show visual representation of pore 

expansion.  (A) 0 h (B) 4 h (C) 24 h.  Scale bar is 50 nm for all images. 

 

 
Figure 6.3 Pore size distributions for hydrothermally treated MSNs obtained from the BJH 

analysis of nitrogen physisorption data.  Physisorption hysteresis loops (inlaid) are shown for 0 h 

(blue), 2 h (red), 4 h (green), 6 h (purple), 16 h (turquoise), and 24 h (orange).  Narrow size 

distributions exist for the 0, 2, 4, and 6 h, while broader distributions center around 10 nm exist 

for 16 and 24 h hydrothermal treatments. 
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In an effort to understand the mechanism of pore expansion during the hydrothermal 

treatment a number of additional experiments were performed.  Analysis of the hydrothermally 

treated materials by SAXS gives unit cell size data, from which the average pore diameter can be 

subtracted to yield the thickness of the silica walls in every hydrothermally treated MSN sample 

as seen in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.4.  The observed decrease in silica wall thickness can be 

accounted for by either silica densification or etching.  During the synthesis of mesoporous silica 

materials, the condensation of silicates in acidic solution causes a densification of the silica 

walls,
23,29

 a phenomenon that may be accelerated during the hydrothermal treatment to result in 

the observed pore expansion.  The synthetic reaction time before the hydrothermal treatment 

(prehydrothermal) was extended from 24 h to 93 h to see if a significant pore expansion occurred, 

and resulted in MSN with a ~3.6 nm pore diameter which is a negligible size increase from a 

synthesis of 24 h.  Additionally, the suggested silica wall densification mechanism would also 

result in a decrease in the unit cell size (i.e. the center to center mesopore distance).  The SAXS 

data shows an increase in unit cell size between 0 and 2 h and a systematically negligible change 

between 2 and 24 h.  The increase between 0 and 2 h can be attributed to the final stages of the 

mesophase formation process, where the silica walls are not yet rigid, and silicate condensation 

results in the reduction of spontaneous micelle curvature thereby increasing the unit cell size.
23

  

The lack of pore expansion during an extended (93 h) prehydrothermal synthesis experiment and 

a negligible change in unit cell size during hydrothermal treatment indicate that silica wall 

densification is not the mechanism of hydrothermal pore expansion, leaving silica etching as a 

potential mechanism. 
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Figure 6.4 Nitrogen physisorption and SAXS data of the hydrothermally treated MSN samples 

show an increasing pore size trend along with the corresponding decrease in silica wall thickness. 

 

Silica etching during hydrothermal treatment as a mechanism for the observed pore 

expansion was tested by performing extended hydrothermal experiments.  In the extended 

hydrothermal experiments, MSN samples were synthesized, hydrothermally treated for 24 h, 

then isolated and calcined as per the methods section.  The calcined materials were then 

reintroduced to hydrothermal conditions for 48 h in either DI water or 1.64 M HCl solution (to 

simulate synthetic conditions).  The MSN materials were again isolated and analyzed by nitrogen 

physisorption to give pore size distributions shown in Figure 6.5.  The additional hydrothermal 

treatments expanded the mesopores and broadened their size distributions, with the HCl solution 

producing a more pronounced effect.  While the results of these extended hydrothermal 

experiments support the hypothesis of silica etching as a mechanism of pore expansion during 

hydrothermal treatment, further experimentation is needed to definitively identify it as the 

mechanism.  Understanding the mechanism of pore expansion for these size tunable MSN 

materials is important from a materials design aspect, because it can reveal the limitations of the 

size tuning procedure.  A silica etching mechanism would limit the maximum pore size possible 

with these specific materials, as only a limited amount of silica can be etched away before the 

defined mesopores become interconnected and the silica walls break down, a phenomenon that 

may be responsible for the pore distribution broadening observed in longer hydrothermal times 

and the extended hydrothermally treated materials. 
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Figure 6.5 Pore size distributions of post hydrothermally treated samples.  The control sample 

(blue) is a MSN treated hydrothermally for 24 h with a pore diameter centered around 10 nm.  

Posthydrothermal treatments in H2O and HCl (red and orange, respectively) are MSNs treated 

hydrothermally for 24 h, isolated, calcined, then posthydrothermally treated for 48 h in DI H2O 

and 1.64 M HCl, respectively. 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

The development of pore structure tunable MSN has the potential to provide new 

materials for a variety of applications including catalysis, drug delivery, and separations.  Here, 

we have described a synthetic procedure for producing a block copolymer templated MSN with 

discreet particles and uniform pore morphologies.  Furthermore, by systematically varying the 

length of the post-synthetic hydrothermal treatment between 0 and 24 h, the pore size 

distributions can be tuned between 4 and 10 nm.  SAXS analysis of the materials indicated that 

the silica walls between mesopores decrease in thickness along with the pore expansion during 

hydrothermal treatment.  While the SAXS data, extended synthesis, and extended 

posthydrothermal experiments support a silica etching mechanism for the hydrothermal pore 

expansion and silica wall thickness decrease, further experimentation is needed to develop a 

definitive mechanism useful for understanding synthetic limitations and future materials design. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

7.1 Conclusions and Perspectives 

The thesis summarized the research performed regarding the elucidation of mechanisms 

for morphology control of nanoscale metal particles for catalytic applications.  A study of 

morphology control in gold icosahedra was conducted first and demonstrated that shape control 

is desirable.  Gold icosahedra were found to have about thirty times as many the active sites as 

gold spheres, and each site was six times as active.  Shape control was then applied to platinum 

catalysts, reported to have applications in fuel cells, by performing a review of shaped platinum 

nanoparticles in existing literature.  Although many shapes and syntheses to prepare them were 

reported, no universally accepted theory or mechanism for controlled shape direction was 

presented.  Of the synthesis methods reported, wet chemical reduction was used to systematically 

investigate the reaction parameters which influenced faceting, leading to a proposed model 

which predicts how facets develop.  This model was extended to the synthesis of palladium 

nanoparticles, demonstrating its usefulness.  The synthesis method of spontaneous galvanic 

displacement was also investigated: it can yield a wide variety of nanostructures, including those 

which cannot be directly synthesized, thus expanding the number of specific shapes for noble 

metal catalysts to include any less noble shaped metal.  Finally, the growth of non-metal systems 

was studied to investigate whether their size could also be controlled.  One system, mesoporous 

silica networks, possesses pores which are tunable in size by altering the hydrothermal treatment 

step of the synthesis where pore expansion occurs via etching processes. 

 

7.2 Future Work 

A mechanistic understanding of shape control allows a wide variety of metal 

nanoparticles to be synthesized, so the next logical step is to find potential applications for those 

materials.  The catalytic properties in particular bear investigation due to the findings in chapters 

2 and 3: metal nanoparticles have shape and size dependent catalytic activity. 

7.2.1 Elucidating the galvanic displacement process via in situ characterization 

Further understanding of the SGD process may be performed by in situ characterization 

to observe particle growth and shape change as a function of time.  Anomalous x-ray methods 

available only at synchrotron sources may allow us to separate the behavior of both the 

displacing and template metal.  In addition, the depth of penetration by which displacement 
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occurs must be studied to determine the upper size limit of particles that can be synthesized with 

SGD.  The minimum size limit at which SGD maintains the shape of the template material 

similarly bears investigation. 

7.2.2 Product selective catalysis of shaped Pt and Pd nanoparticles 

Since the catalytic properties of metal nanoparticles were demonstrated to depend on 

their shape and size, further experimentation should investigate the properties of shaped Pt and 

Pd nanoparticles.  In particular, reactions for which product selectivity is expressed would be 

highly beneficial since post-synthesis separations of products require large amounts of energy or 

produce significant quantities of by-products.  Heterogeneous catalysts with specificity for one 

product can be used to increase yield and be separated from solution and recycled.  These 

properties also make them applicable in steady-state reactions, which are typically more efficient 

than batch processing for large-scale production. 

Preliminary work was performed on one such reaction: the hydrogenation of ethyl 

pyruvate into (R)-ethyl lactate in the presence of a chiral cinchonidine co-catalyst.  Cinchonidine 

functions by associating with the catalyst surface and substrate, promoting the formation of R 

enantiomers.  Most nanoparticle studies in the past have been performed on polycrystalline 

nanoparticles which possess many different facets, but a facet specific investigation of activity 

and selectivity for ethyl pyruvate hydrogenation can be conducted by using either Pt cubes or 

octahedra.  As a face centered cubic metal, Pt cubes possess entirely {100} facets, while 

octahedra possess {111} facets; because cinchonidine’s binding orientation is determined by the 

energies and geometries of the surface atoms, one facet may show higher selectivity or activity. 

Pt cubes and octahedra were synthesized as described in Chapter 5 Section 5 and 

mounted on an alumina catalyst, and commercially available platinum was used as a control.   

Products were analyzed using gas chromatography.  The control’s activity peaked at 40% 

conversion when 1 mM cinchonidine was added, and exhibited an enantiomeric excess (EE) of 

82%.  By contrast, the Pt cubes demonstrated 96% conversion with only 77% EE, while Pt 

octahedra had 12% conversion and 46% EE.  The octahedra’s low activity indicates cinchonidine 

either cannot bond to the {111} facet which covers the majority of the nanoparticle, or binds in 

an inactive orientation.  Although the cubes were more active and less selective than 

commercially available Pt, altering the concentration of cinchonidine may allow those properties 
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to be tuned as required by the application.  Further experimentation is required to identify the 

ideal concentration of cinchonidine for both cubes and octahedra. 

Similar studies can be performed on Pd nanocrystals exhibiting specific surfaces which 

have been demonstrated with bulk, single crystal, and self assembled monolayer surface science 

studies.  For example, the catalyzed decomposition of furfural to furan to benzene can all be 

performed over Pd surfaces.  Further experimentation would be required to adapt single crystal 

ultra high vacuum reactors to nanoparticle-based batch or flow reaction conditions. 

 

7.2.3 Size-tunable pore structures for applications in separations and sequestrations 

Studying the mechanism of the pore size tunability of the MSN materials discussed in 

Chapter 6 is useful for understanding the limitations of these materials (i.e. maximum pore sizes 

attainable, alteration of microporous or macroparticle structures).  Our hydrothermal experiments 

suggest silica etching as a possible mechanism for pore expansion and subsequent pore size 

tenability; however, this is only circumstantial evidence.  Further experiments such as elemental 

characterization by inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometry or atomic absorption of the 

hydrothermal treatment solution may provide support for a silica etching hypothesis by 

identifying dissolved silicates.  Finally, quantitative gravimetric analysis of hydrothermally or 

posthydrothermally treated MSNs could also support the silica etching hypothesis by 

determining single-particle density, or weight loss as a function of etching. 

While elucidating mechanistic understanding is useful for a materials design aspect, the 

practicality of pore size tunable MSNs described can be studied to demonstrate their utility.  Due 

to the extremely narrow pore size distributions which do not overlap significantly, especially at 

0, 2, and 4 hour hydrothermal times, our MSN materials present themselves as useful for size 

selective sequestrations.  A pertinent size selective application is the separation of various 

proteins from mixtures. Since current protein separation methods often involve difficult or labor 

intensive chromatography procedures, size tunable MSNs could provide an easier alternative to 

existing methods.  To effectively test the separation capabilities of our materials, model proteins 

in the size range of 4-10 nm should be used, ideally ones that exist together in nature and have a 

practical or known value for isolating.  The binding affinities, pH, and isoelectric points of these 

proteins would have to be studied to optimize separation conditions which might include surface 

functionalization of the MSN materials.  Demonstrating such a practical purpose for the MSN 
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materials would be extremely beneficial towards showing the advantages of understanding and 

developing materials with tunable morphologies.  
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prepared before the end date may be distributed thereafter). The Wiley Materials shall 

not be used in any other manner or for any other purpose, beyond what is granted in 

the license. Permission is granted subject to an appropriate acknowledgement given to 

the author, title of the material/book/journal and the publisher. You shall also 

duplicate the copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication in your use of the 

Wiley Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in the 

text is a previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Wiley 

Material. Any third party content is expressly excluded from this permission. 

 With respect to the Wiley Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly 

granted by the terms of the license, no part of the Wiley Materials may be copied, 

modified, adapted (except for minor reformatting required by the new Publication), 

translated, reproduced, transferred or distributed, in any form or by any means, and 

no derivative works may be made based on the Wiley Materials without the prior 
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permission of the respective copyright owner. You may not alter, remove or suppress 

in any manner any copyright, trademark or other notices displayed by the Wiley 

Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan, lease, pledge, offer as security, 

transfer or assign the Wiley Materials on a stand-alone basis, or any of the rights 

granted to you hereunder to any other person. 

 The Wiley Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times 

remain the exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc, the Wiley Companies, or 

their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession 

of and the right to reproduce the Wiley Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during 

the continuance of this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest 

in or to the Wiley Materials or any of the intellectual property rights therein. You 

shall have no rights hereunder other than the license as provided for above in Section 

2. No right, license or interest to any trademark, trade name, service mark or other 

branding ("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted hereunder, and you agree 

that you shall not assert any such right, license or interest with respect thereto. 

 NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR 

REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY, 

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS 

OR THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE 

MATERIALS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED 

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY 

QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY, 

INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES 

ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS LICENSORS AND WAIVED 

BY YOU 

 WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of 

this Agreement by you. 

 You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their 

respective directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or 

threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach 

of this Agreement by you. 
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 IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR 

ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY 

SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR 

PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN 

CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR 

USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, 

WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT, 

NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT 

LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE, 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES), AND 

WHETHER OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY 

OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY 

NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY 

LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED HEREIN. 

 Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction 

to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to 

achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and 

the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement 

shall not be affected or impaired thereby. 

 The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall 

not constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and 

condition of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived 

or excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the 

party granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach 

of any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or 

consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party. 

 This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by 

you without WILEY's prior written consent. 

 Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days 

from receipt by the CCC. 
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 These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and 

conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you 

and WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) 

supersedes all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. 

This Agreement may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This 

Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, 

legal representatives, and authorized assigns. 

 In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and 

conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, 

these terms and conditions shall prevail. 

 WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i) 

the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing 

transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms 

and conditions. 

 This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor 

Type was misrepresented during the licensing process. 

 This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of 

the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. 

Any legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and 

Conditions or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent 

jurisdiction in New York County in the State of New York in the United States of 

America and each party hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of 

such court, waives any objection to venue in such court and consents to service of 

process by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known 

address of such party. 

WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription 

journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish open 

access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License only, the 

subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of Creative Commons 

Licenses:: Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) license Creative Commons Attribution Non-
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Commercial (CC-BY-NC) license and Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-

NoDerivs (CC-BY-NC-ND) License. The license type is clearly identified on the article. 

Copyright in any research article in a journal published as Open Access under a Creative 

Commons License is retained by the author(s). Authors grant Wiley a license to publish the 

article and identify itself as the original publisher. Authors also grant any third party the right to 

use the article freely as long as its integrity is maintained and its original authors, citation details 

and publisher are identified as follows: [Title of Article/Author/Journal Title and Volume/Issue. 

Copyright (c) [year] [copyright owner as specified in the Journal]. Links to the final article on 

Wiley's website are encouraged where applicable. 

The Creative Commons Attribution License 

The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and 

transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY license 

permits commercial and non-commercial re-use of an open access article, as long as the author is 

properly attributed. 

The Creative Commons Attribution License does not affect the moral rights of authors, 

including without limitation the right not to have their work subjected to derogatory treatment. It 

also does not affect any other rights held by authors or third parties in the article, including 

without limitation the rights of privacy and publicity. Use of the article must not assert or imply, 

whether implicitly or explicitly, any connection with, endorsement or sponsorship of such use by 

the author, publisher or any other party associated with the article. 

For any reuse or distribution, users must include the copyright notice and make clear to 

others that the article is made available under a Creative Commons Attribution license, linking to 

the relevant Creative Commons web page. 

To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the article is made available as is and 

without representation or warranties of any kind whether express, implied, statutory or otherwise 

and including, without limitation, warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular 

purpose, non-infringement, absence of defects, accuracy, or the presence or absence of errors. 

Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License 

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC) License permits use, 

distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited and is 

not used for commercial purposes.(see below) 
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Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License 

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-

ND) permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is 

properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are 

made. (see below) 

Use by non-commercial users 

For non-commercial and non-promotional purposes, individual users may access, 

download, copy, display and redistribute to colleagues Wiley Open Access articles, as well as 

adapt, translate, text- and data-mine the content subject to the following conditions: 

 The authors' moral rights are not compromised. These rights include the right of 

"paternity" (also known as "attribution" - the right for the author to be identified as 

such) and "integrity" (the right for the author not to have the work altered in such a 

way that the author's reputation or integrity may be impugned). 

 Where content in the article is identified as belonging to a third party, it is the 

obligation of the user to ensure that any reuse complies with the copyright policies of 

the owner of that content. 

 If article content is copied, downloaded or otherwise reused for non-commercial 

research and education purposes, a link to the appropriate bibliographic citation 

(authors, journal, article title, volume, issue, page numbers, DOI and the link to the 

definitive published version on Wiley Online Library) should be maintained. 

Copyright notices and disclaimers must not be deleted. 

 Any translations, for which a prior translation agreement with Wiley has not been 

agreed, must prominently display the statement: "This is an unofficial translation of 

an article that appeared in a Wiley publication. The publisher has not endorsed this 

translation." 

Use by commercial "for-profit" organisations 

Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes 

requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee. Commercial 

purposes include: 

 Copying or downloading of articles, or linking to such articles for further 

redistribution, sale or licensing; 
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 Copying, downloading or posting by a site or service that incorporates advertising 

with such content; 

 The inclusion or incorporation of article content in other works or services (other than 

normal quotations with an appropriate citation) that is then available for sale or 

licensing, for a fee (for example, a compilation produced for marketing purposes, 

inclusion in a sales pack) 

 Use of article content (other than normal quotations with appropriate citation) by for-

profit organisations for promotional purposes 

 Linking to article content in e-mails redistributed for promotional, marketing or 

educational purposes; 

 Use for the purposes of monetary reward by means of sale, resale, licence, loan, 

transfer or other form of commercial exploitation such as marketing products 

 Print reprints of Wiley Open Access articles can be purchased from: 

corporatesales@wiley.com 

Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library at 

http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html. 

 

A.2.2 Chapter 5 – Nanoscale, Royal Society of Chemistry 

The following was taken from the Royal Society of Chemistry website 

(http://www.rsc.org/AboutUs/Copyright/RightsRetainedbyJournalsauthors.asp): 

When the author signs the exclusive Licence to Publish for a journal article, he/she 

retains certain rights that may be exercised without reference to the RSC. He/she may: 

• Reproduce/republish portions of the article (including the abstract) 

• Photocopy the article and distribute such photocopies and distribute copies of the 

PDF of the article that the RSC makes available to the corresponding author of the 

article upon publication of the article for personal or professional use only, provided 

that any such copies are not offered for sale. 

Persons who receive or access the PDF mentioned above must be notified that this may 

not be further made available or distributed. 

• Adapt the article and reproduce adaptations of the article for any purpose other than 

the commercial exploitation of a work similar to the original 
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• Reproduce, perform, transmit and otherwise communicate the article to the public in 

spoken presentations (including those which are accompanied by visual material such 

as slides, overheads and computer projections) 

The author(s) must submit a written request to the RSC for any other use than those 

specified above. All cases of republication/reproduction must be accompanied by an 

acknowledgement of first publication of the Work by the RSC. The acknowledgement depends 

on the journal in which the article was published. 

• For New Journal of Chemistry the acknowledgement is:   ◦[Original citation] - 

Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) on behalf of the 

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and the RSC 

• For PCCP the acknowledgement is:   ◦[Original citation] - Reproduced by permission 

of the PCCP Owner Societies 

• For Photochemical & Photobiological Sciences the acknowledgement is:   ◦[Original 

citation] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) on 

behalf of the European Society for Photobiology, the European Photochemistry 

Association, and RSC 

• For all other journals the acknowledgement is:   ◦[Original citation] - Reproduced by 

permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) 

The acknowledgement should also include a hyperlink to the article on the RSC website.  

The author also has some rights concerning the deposition of the whole article, details of 

which are given on the Author Deposition pages 

 

A.3 Email correspondence from coauthors 

A.3.1 Email for Chapter 2 

Emails from co-authors were received in response to the following email sent on 23 May, 

3:14 PM: “Dear all, If you are receiving this message, I require a response from you.  This may 

be one of several emails you will receive from me in the next few days regarding written consent 

for use in my PhD thesis.  Should you receive multiple requests, please respond to each one 

individually. 
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In conjunction with our current protocols for including published material in a thesis, I 

am required to obtain written consent from all coauthors.  Can you all reply to me with your 

consent?  Here's an example response: 

"I, {your name here} hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis". 

Dr. Chen, can you please forward this to Drs. Qi and Fang?  They were not on the 

original email list. 

Thank you very much for you time and cooperation in this matter. 

Regards, G. Jeremy Leong.” 23 May, 3:18 PM 

The responses received to the email were as follows: 

“I, Huyen N. Dinh hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis.” 23 May, 3:23 PM 

“Dear Jeremy, Here is my consent: I, Marta Pozuelo hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong 

to use any part, or all of DOI: 10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis.” 23 May, 3:24 

PM 

“I, Sergey V. Prikhodko hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis.” 23 May, 3:28 PM 

“Dear Jeremy Leong, I, Juncheng Hu, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, 

or all of DOI: 10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis.” 23 May, 5:55 PM 

“I, Suneel Kodambaka, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis.” 24 May, 8:30 AM 

“Dear Jeremy, This email has been forwarded to Prof. Qi and Fang, I believe you will 

receive their email soon.  I,  Lifang Chen, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or 

all of DOI: 10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis.” 25 May, 8:50 PM 

“Dear Mr. Leong, This is to declare that I, Zhiwen Qi, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong 

to use any part, or all of our joint paper published in ChemCatChem (DOI: 

10.1002/cctc.201200230) in his published thesis. Best regards, Zhiwen Qi.” 25 May, 9:06 PM 

“I, Max Schulze hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis.” 26 May, 7:42 AM 

“I, Yunjin Fang hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/cctc.201200230 in his published thesis. Best regards, Yunjin Fang.” 28 May, 11:03 PM 
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“ I, Bryan Pivovar, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/ cctc.201200230 in his published thesis.” 2 June 10:53 AM. 

 

A.3.2 Email for Chapter 3 

Emails from co-authors were received in response to the following email sent on 23 May, 

3:26 PM: “Dear all, If you are receiving this message, I require a response from you.  This may 

be one of several emails you will receive from me in the next few days regarding written consent 

for use in my PhD thesis.  Should you receive multiple requests, please respond to each one 

individually. 

In conjunction with our current protocols for including published material in a thesis, I 

am required to obtain written consent from all coauthors.  Can you all reply to me with your 

consent?  Here's an example response: 

"I, {your name here} hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/aoc.3048 in his published thesis". 

Thank you very much for you time and cooperation in this matter. 

Regards, G. Jeremy Leong.” 

The responses received to the email were as follows: 

“I, Huyen N Dinh hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/aoc.3048 in his published thesis.” 23 May, 3:28 PM 

“I, Matthew Strand, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/aoc.3048 in his published thesis.” 23 May, 3:33 PM 

“I, David C. Maloney hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/aoc.3048 in his published thesis.” 23 May, 4:01 PM 

“I, Sarah Frisco hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/aoc.3048 in his published thesis.” 24 May, 1:49 AM 

“I, Max Schulze hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/aoc.3048 in his published thesis.” 26 May, 7:43 AM 

“I, Bryan Pivovar, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of DOI: 

10.1002/aoc.3048 in his published thesis.” 2 June 10:53 AM. 
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A.3.3 Email for Chapter 5 

Emails from co-authors were received in response to the following email on 23 May, 

3:49 PM: “Dear all, If you are receiving this message, I require a response from you.  This may 

be one of several emails you will receive from me in the next few days regarding written consent 

for use in my PhD thesis.  Should you receive multiple requests, please respond to each one 

individually. 

In conjunction with our current protocols for including unpublished material in a thesis, I 

am required to obtain written consent from all coauthors.  Can you all reply to me with your 

consent?  Here's an example response: 

"I, {your name here} hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis". 

Please note that there is a one year embargo on the thesis publication process to ensure 

that all unpublished material is first released by the journal. 

Thank you very much for you time and cooperation in this matter. 

Regards, G. Jeremy Leong.” 

The responses received to the email were as follows: 

“I, Matthew Strand, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 23 May, 3:53 PM 

“I, Chilan Ngo, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 23 May, 3:54 PM 

“I, Huyen N. Dinh hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 23 May, 3:58 PM 

“I, David C. Maloney hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 23 May, 4:02 PM 

“I, Abbas Ebnonnasir, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 23 May, 4:37 PM 

“I, Sarah Frisco, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 24 May, 1:49 AM 

“I, Suneel Kodambaka, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 

'Shape-directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 24 May, 8:30 AM 
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“I, Max Schulze hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 26 May, 7:43 AM. 

“ I, Cristian Ciobanu hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 29 May, 1:11 PM. 

“I, Dr. George H. Gilmer, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 

'Shape-directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 30 May 5:48 PM. 

“I, Bryan Pivovar, hereby authorize G. Jeremy Leong to use any part, or all of 'Shape-

directional growth of Pt and Pd nanoparticles' in his published thesis.” 2 June 10:53 AM. 


